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Estancia, Torrance County, New Mexico, Thursday, September

1808

DEATH OF ELMER ADAIR

HEDJPS

PLEASANTVIEW

RED

CROSS

The resignation of our former
chairman, Mrs. Lester Williams,
was accepted at our last regular
meeting. Mrs. Williams was an
efficient.chairman and is a faithful worker, but she mvb she
feels like it is impossible for her
to serve any longer.
Mes. B.
Snell 'was elected chairman. Of
course, we were glad to have our
old chairman back in aeain. and
we know she will do her duty.
The following articles are what
has been turned in since we
'

BELGIAN

26, 1918

Volume XIV No. 49

RELIEF

CAMPAIGN
has
Another Albuquerquian
ine Ked Lross executive com- given his life in the cause of
mittee will meet Friday,
democracy.
The American Red Cross of
27.. Every member of this
Elmer R. Adair, a son of Mrs.
the U. 3. has been called upon to
committee should be presentas Jane E. Adair, 805 North Third
collect 5,000 tons of clothing for
there is quite a lot of business to street, died in France August 14,
the Belgians.
This county has
be transacted.
according to a telegram received
been asked to send in 820 pounds
New allotments are arriving by his mother yesterday from
of this amount. This amount
all the while. Within the last authorities in Washington.
should be sent away not later
week this chapter has been alThe telegram which advised
than October 1st.
(
lotted 50 comfort kits and 40 the mother of her son's death,
We are asking anvnnn nhn haa
.
bedside bags. The regular army contained but meager details.
old or new garments, piece goods
allotment for October is expect- - Some time ago Mrs. Adair
oi any description, . shoes of any
ea soon.
learned that her son was wound- , Mrs. L. A. Walden, 8 pr. socks. size, scrap leather, or anything
In addition to these allotments ed in an air raid and was conMrs.
A. Robinson, 2 pairs uiui can oe proneriy utilized, to
tbis county has been asked to valescing in a hospital. This in- socks, 1R.sweater.
bring them to either the Estancia
contribute 220 bath towels, 420 formation was contained in a letLiumber
Mrs.
Co., K. L. Garvin's ofpairs
Burns,
Luke
3
socks.
hand towels, 290 handkerchiefs ter written by his comrades.
Mrs. Lester Williams, 1 pair fice or the Red Cross room.
and sixty bed sheets. Now the Mrs. Adair believes her son s
1 sweater.
lhis i3acall from that little
question comes, who is going to condition took a sudden turn for socks,
country which held the barbar
Mrs.
give these or render any assist- the wo se as she received photo SOCKS. Serena McMath, 2 pairs ous
!
Huns at bay until other help
ance in raising this quota? It is graphs of him after he was
A
Mrs.
B.
.3 1
1 could come and check their ad
pairs
4
Snell,
socks,
going to take quite a bit of work wounded, which showed him be' sweater.
vance
toward
Paris.
to fill these quotas and every ing supported on the arms or
Below is a copy of the cableMrs. W. N. Walpole, 4 pairs
lady who can work should come his comrades.
gram sent by Herbert Hoover to
socks, 1 sweater.
Young Adair was 24 years old
io tne Kea uross work room
Mrs. C. J. Early, 2 pair socks. Henry f. Davison asking this
here, or their nearest work room He enlisted in the 20th engineers
Mrs. W. N. Manning, 4 pairs Belgian Relief help:
and give their hearty coopera- some time last fall. In January socks.
Henry P. Davison,
IT SOUNDS GOOD, JINGLING IN YOUR POCKETS. BUT IF
tion.
he sailed with his company for
YOU SAVED SOME OF THAT "CHANGE" AND BEGAN BANKING
1 pair Chairman Red Cross War Council,
Mrs.
Kate
Lassiter.
Our Red Cross work is increas France.
He was at onetime socks.
Washington, D. C.
IT, THE FIRST THING YOU'D KNOW, YOU WOULD HAVE A FAT
ing and our help is decreasing employed as a blacksmith in the
The ten million imnrisoned SUM THAT WOULD REALLY MEAN SOMETHING.
Mrs. W. A. Cook, 1 pair socks.
We sometimes forget what our Santa Fe shops. '
people
YOU DONT HAVE TO SPFNn Al I THAT MOnpv rnuc tm
occupied
in
Belgium and
Era Saunders, age 12 yrs.. 1
duties are in this commercial age.
TO OUR BANK AND BECOME A DEPOSITOR. THAT MONEY
Mrs. Adair has two other sons pair socks, 1 sweater.
are lacing shame, ButterFrance
WILL COME IN MIGHTY HANDY SOME DAY-Band think that we will just let in the military service of the
IT SLIPS
Nola Early, age 10 yrs.. 1 pair ing, disease, and some of thpm
THROUGH YOUR FINGERS IF IT ISN'T IN THE BANK
tne otner tellow do the war work. United States.
One is now sta socks.
death, for lack of clothing this
COME TO OUR BANK.
Sometimes there are three wo- tioned at Camp Travis. Texas
they must be helped.
winter.
Frances Clark, age 12 yrs.,
men at the workroom, sometimes and the other is employed in the
I hope that the Red Cross will
sweater.
one and sometimes none.
Some shipyards at San Francisco. Al
jonnanna uiark, age 10. years. unaertaxe a renewed campaign
DIRECTORS A. .1. GRFFN. J. R HFRhfíifiN 14 F ucitam
of the ladies who have been buquerque Journal. September 1 sweater.
' '
to obtain this clothing in Ameri
DR. C. J. AMBLE, J. S. KELLY, ANNIE PORTER.
worKing so diligently are going Z.
ca,
Isabel Clark, 1 sweater.
it can come only from us.
away tne nrst oí next month to
Your first campaign yielded mag- Coda Burns 1 sweater.
pursue other war work. Will
United War Work Societies
niticent results, bringing in fully
Lula Kenton, 2 sweaters.
Relinquishment Wanted.,
For Sale.
not more of the women back up
5.C00 tons of clothing in good
Mrs. Bob'Shaw, 1 sweater.
On last Thursday. September
our boys by coming in and workcondition.
buy homestead reI
want
to
But
more
Crumley.
is
much
pair
1
Mrs.
W.
J.
1
gasoline
engine, bicycle and
lyth, the lirst united War Work
ing a few hours every week?
peoneeded if these
linquishment in Torrance county. small heater.
convention held in this state was socks.
Mrs. jonn ijassiter. l pair ple are to get through the winter Send full description of land and
Nearly all work pronounced held in Albuquerque.
At the
in decency and safety. In the
excellent, balance fair every- suggestion of the president all socks.
For sale, a double disc plow,
face of brutal coercion and spirit- improvements and quote lowest
And also 1Q little petticoats.
thing accepted.
the welfare agencies doing war
price. Frank Harris, Box 106, and some rabbit or hog fence,
The Red Cross ladies will en ual suffering thev remain SDlen- - Newcastle,
The Red Cross recently has work among the soldiers have
Texas.
cheap. J. J. Smith.
didly courageous.
This courage
shipped 3 boxes containing:
united to make their drives for tertain at the school house Octo challenges
charity.
our
Let
apron
us
5
ber
social.
an
with
and
tie
Gauze 4x4 Wines
funds together and the first
Moriarty
426 drive under this arrangement The ties will be sold for 50c. match the courage of Belgium
Estancia
1792 will be conducted some time this sandwiches coffee and chocolate by the generosity of America.
C. A. BURRUSS. President
NEAL JENSON. Cashier
HERBERT HOOVER.
Lucy
575 fall.
J. N. BURTON. Vice Pres. ED. W. ROBERSON, Ass'tCaBh'r
The organizations partici will be served; Everybody is ingood
come,
vited
to
and
a
time
Bed Shirts
pating are as follows:
C. ORTIZ, 2nd Vice President. Directors: Willie Elgin, F. T.
Patriotic Sermon
'
insured to all.
Moriarty
10
Meadows, A. Abbott, RoberLynn.
1. M. U. "A.. Y. W. U. A.. Na is
Sunday.
September
Last
29.
week's
items.
1918.
Willard
15 tional Catholic War
Council.
'
S.
Dr.
Alonzo
AlbuBright
of
Mountainair
The resignation of our former
50 which includes the K. of C; The
.T Bandages
American Library Association, secretary, Miss Isabel Clark was querque V i preach a Patriotic
Moriarty
25 Y. H. A,, the Salvation Army, accepted at our regular meeting. Sermon at the Pastime Theater.
4 tail Bandages
and the Community Service Miss Clark was an efficient secre- Services will begin at 8 p. m.
'
Attorney Nick Meyer will cive
You have said it.
Moriarty
tary and a good worker. We
80 Work.
Many-taileBandages
As you saw some vivid picture of our boys fighting with
The meeting was attended by regret very much to lose her the Four Minute talk.
Both instrumental and vocal
the American spirit of fearlessness,
Willard
40 about 200 delegates, this county from our community for the sev
and
will be rendered.
The
"Winning at any cost."
"Moriarty
.
,20 being represented by N. D. eral months that she will be in music
will
be
harmony
in
with
school at Willard. Mrs. R. A. music
Meyer and A. J. Green.
Abdominal Bandages
If you cannot go out to them you can fight FOR them,
Besides attending the business Robinson was elected secretary. the service.
Moriarty
71
WITH them.
special
Everybody
invi
has a
Willard
150 of organizing under the new Mrs. Robinson has been a faith
Smash open the way for them with howitzers and big guns. Send
to
service.
this
we know that tation
system and arranging other de- ful worker--a-nd
them ammunition, r i lies, clothing, food.
Operating Robes
People who have heard this
You can lend as fearlessly and with the same spirit of sacrifice
10 tails the convention was stirred she will make a good officer.
Mountainair
that they fight.
Mr. and Mrs. B. Snell have sermon several times want to
to the highest pitch of enthusiPajama Suits
Come and hear
Of course you would "Like to be there."
Mountainair
36 asm by the many fine and patri- bought out Mr. Stone's place and hear it again.
yourself.
The very next best thing is to BUY LIBERTY BONDS TO "
Willard
5 otic speeches by prominent men will now remain in our com for
YOUR UTMOST.
preside.
W. J. Waltz will
munity. We are all glad to
4 from all parts of the country.
Mcintosh
Several of the speakers had learn of that.
3
Estancia Jr
As a part of their efforts to fight this war to a prompt and victorious
I conclusion, this advertisement is endorsed and paid for by
Farm to Rent, Close In.
We are glad to know that Mrs.
Estancia Sr.
2 just returned from the front and
this phase of the program proved Bob Shaw, our treasurer, who
Scultetus Bandages
Good bean farm 5
miles west,
Moriarty
35 of great interest.
once thought of leaving our comBANK
The meeting literally went munity, will be with us in the mile south, to right man, or will FARMERS AND STOCKNIENS
Mcintosh
33
sell or trade tor oood cartle.
Estancia
22 wild when E. P. Davies, State future.
Thco BarnhartThe Jtlnior Red
Cross has Deputy of the Knights of ColumNOTICE TO VOTERS
made 32 ambulance pillows and bus, in a stirring speech announced that the $50,000 recentGet yourself registered.
64 ambulance pillow cases.
ly raised in the K. C. drive in
A legal voter in New Mexico
200 Pairs Drawers
Moriarty
20 this state, although raised be- must have been a resident of the
20 fore the consolidation of the dif- state one year, of the county
Mcintosh
Willard
20 ferent organizations took place, three months, and of the pre12 would nevertheless be put into cinct where he . offers to vote
Frontier
thirty days immediately before
Torreón
24 the United War Work fund.
election.
20
Mountainair
Closing Out Sale.
The registration books for Pre
Lucy
12
72
Estancia
New furniture going at a great cinct 7 are at my office and will
bargain. Come in. Valley Fur- be opened October 1st, 1918. for
PROCEEDINGS
registration of all persons quali
. COMMISSIONERS'
niture Co.
,
fied to vote at coming November
The Board of County Commisopen
sioners of the county of Torrance,
The M. E. conference returned election, and will remain
Is now here, and a reminder to us all that we must get our WINTER
days consecutively,
State of New Mexico, met in Rev. W. J. Waltz to Estancia for three
special session, at Estancia, Sep- and Rev. T. V. Ludlow to Moun- after which will be open on SatCLOTHING.
urdays only.
tember 19, 1918, with Hon. Jesus tainair.
Eleven places in the
The books will be closed ten
Candelaria, Chairman, and Hon. conference are to be supplied. days
Regardless of market conditions in getting merchandise, we were one of
before the said election.
Melcor Luna, member in attend- Dr. Bright remains as superinregistered.
yourself
Get
the few fortunate merchants who were able to buy what they wanted.
ance. Also present were the tendent of the district.
Ralph G. Roberson.
clerk and the sheriff.
In our Dress Goods Department you will find, a much larger and better
The resignation of Venceslado
Romero as justice of the peace
assortment than ever before. Knit Goods in Gloves, Caps, Hoods,
of precinct No. 10, Duran was
THE HELLUMS STORE for Soap by
l
presented and accepted.
Sweaters and sets, a large and well selected stock.
The resignation of Pedro Luthe case, Coffee in 25 or 50 pound lots. Also
y
cero Torres as member of the
COMFORTS flND BLANKETS, all moderately priced in Cottablets, pencils, stationery. In fact, anything
Board of Registration of Precinct
ton, Mixed, and AH Wool. See us for good, honest merchandise.
No. 4, Ciénega, was presented
in this Store cheap for cash. Get what you pay for.
and accepted.
The Board now adjourns until
the regular October meeting.
'
If you are interested in procurRespectfully,
ing cotton seed cake or in dipping of your cattle attend the
the meeting at the county
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Estancia Savings Bank

war-ravag-
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"I'D LIKE TO BE THERE!"
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Call and Examine the Stock

HELLUMS

agent's

office. Monday, September 30th, at 2:30 p. m.
See us for groceries. We de
fy all competition. Estancia!
Lumber Co.

By J. M. TUTTLE
I

Estancia Lumber Co.

--

THE STORE THAT STRIVES TO PLEASE AND TAKE CARE OF ITS TRADE

I

t

ESTANCIA

HKWS-HEBAl-

TREACHERY OF THE
BOLSHEVIK CHIEFS

7

LATE

MARKET
QUOTATIONS

BARED TO WORLD

'

Weitern Newspaper union Newe Servio.

AMERICAN GOVERNMENT SHOWS
LENINE AND TROTZKY ARE
HUNS' PAID T00L8.

teHPKtaas

RJSb.

fí
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Various Government
Departments Unite in
Preparing Elaborate

..a..;..

Ex-

hibits for State Fairs

tht

and Expositions.
U'repared by the United States
pariment ot Agricultures

in

d

xsygr--

rr- -

-

-

in

ki

HE United Stntes government
combined Its traveling displays of

public wofk anil Is to exhibit them
so as better to Inform the people
concerning the work of their government toward winning the war.
The combined display Is a war show
from beginning to end, for every
activity of the government now has
a bearing, more or less direct, on
the one national aim of preserving popular rule
Thus, not only will there be
tor the world.
of the war
vital Interest
in the exhibits
liavy
departments, but In the displays of
and
the work of the department of agriculture In stlm- ulating Increased production of food; the activities of the food administration In encouraging the
conservation and equitable . distribution of this
fundamental war .munition; the addition of new
food sources through the bureau of fisheries of
lite department of commerce; the safeguarding of
human life and Indirectly Increasing of coal' production through the work of the mine rescue cars
of the bureau of mines, department of Interior;
and the spreading ot official news through the
committee on public Information.
The joint committee on government exhibits,
which acts for the various departments In administrating the displays and is headed as chairman by
of the department of agriculF. Lamson-Serlbne- r
ture, has contracted for the exhibits to be shown
simultaneously on five circuits of approximately
35 state fairs and expositions from the Atlantic
to tho Pacific.
Organization of five circuits does not mean that
any one circuit Is being favored or discriminated
against In the quantity or quality of displays.
The government exhibit material is of such magnitude thnt no fair has been able to offer more space
than can be tilled. The army and navy exhibits
have been made up In five duplicate sets. In fact,
practically the only variations of note In the displays are In those of the department of agriculture,
which has planned, iu addition to its exhibits of
general interest, displays of parttculur importance
for specific regions. For instance, where wheat-growin- g
wheat will be featured,
is
nd where cattle fever tick Is sucking blood and
destroying meat, special emphasis will be placed
iin tlu tight to rid American territory of tills parasite.
The government exhibits have much to detain
even the Idly curious, but Informing the people of
(lovernment work and of important aid which the
public can render the government in the national
criáis Is the big aim. All exhibits are educational
slid those of purely technical Interest are ruraly"
used. Displays are the product of years of ex- -'
perlence lu exposition methods and every effort is
made to visualize subjects in such manner that
observers will be informed as well as entertained.
To. list and describe adequately every Item in
the exhibits would require many words. Features
selected here and there, however, may serve to
.
give an idea of the complete show.
The war department display can hardly fall to
place Americans more closely In touch with their
l.oys who are making more uneasy the heads that .
wear the crowns. There are Browning machine
xuns for Infantry use and Lewis machine guns
f the aircraft type; mountain cunnon that can
be pulled to Alpine heights; figures clothed In regulation uniforms, including an aviator's flying
togs; rifles of the latest model used "over there,"
Mill wooden blocks showing penetration of the old
nd new bullets; complete equipment of the beloved "doughboy,': and a trench periscope through
vlilch he watches for frlskiness on the imrt of the
' I'rltzli'K ;" gas masks that he dons when the Huu
spreads his favorite jmlson ; the trench helmet that
protects him and the hand grenades he hurts; I lie
xliovel with which he digs a trench and the pump
Hint tukes out the witter.
Then toere are models of the various kinds of
lenta used by the army, national and regimental
,;iilnrs In silk, storm and post flags, a portable field
wireless outfit, heliograph Instruments, lanterns for
night signaling, day and night rockets uud sigunl

-

'

Hags.
And If any American

hasn't learned yet to distinguish a sergeant major from a brigadier gen-.m- l.
he can do so from boards which carry the
.nslgiila of officers and the chevrons of enlisted
nu n, with the wound and service chevrons authorized for officer and men serving in France.
The navy display shows more of the tools that
nr making this world an unsafe place for Interrifles raptured
national" burglars, and also-somI rom Uerman
soldiers. The navy shows a depth
Imrge of the kind whose bubbles often mean the
uid for some submarine pirate; a naval mine and
Projec-i- icinir, and a big torpedo with Its truck.
tiles of various sizes are accompanied by bombs
; iat airplanes drop. The clothing display includes

DENVER MARKET.
Cattle.
cholo
Fat steers,
to prime
,...$14, 00 16.00
Fat steer, graasera, ; good
12. 00913.60
to choice
to
steer, graser,
rhelr Betrayal of Russia for German Fatgood
.. fair ,. 10. 0011.50
Gold I Proved Absolutely by
Heifers, prime
''9. 601010.26
8.611
Cowa, fat, good to choice. , 8. 60
.
of Document,
. Serf
8.64
7. 60
Oows. fair to good
8. 60
Cows, medium to- fair.-.,,- ,
7.76
50
6. 00$
Cow, canners
Washington
That Nleolal' Lenine Bull
.00
00014.00
Veal calve
und Leon Trotzky, chief s of the
....11.
Feeder, good to cholc..., 10. 0011.60
betrayed Russia deliberately
0.' 76, 8.60
Feedere. fair to good
for German gold fs proved by a series Stocker, good to cholee.' 8. 6010.OV
00 a 8.60
8.
mockers,
good
to
fair
United
which
the
official
documents
of
Btocker, medium to fair., 7. .000
States government, through the committee on public information, has laid Good hog
..,.81935920.44
before the world.
- ''
Secured in Russia by Eilgnr O. Sis- ahn17.08
.
son, representing the committee (who Lamb
10.0010.60
Ewe
was in that country during last win- Yearlings ,
ia.ouis.70
11.76
.
12.0
ter, 1017-18- )
these documents not only Wether
show how the German government
Mmr aad Grain Market.
F. O. Ü. Denver, Carload Plica.)
through Its Imperial bank paid its gold
Har.
to Lenine, Trotzky, and their ImmeBuying Price.
diate associates to betray Russia hrto Colorado, upland, par ton. .t23.0O 24.8
upland, per ton. 23U24.M
deserting her allies," but gfve added Nebraska
Prairie hay, Colorado and
proofs that Germany had perfected Iter
Nebraska, per .toa....... 2O.8O011.O8
ton-per
. . .v. . . 83.00S6.O0
plans for a war of world conquest long Timothi
. 20.0ft 82.08
Alfalfa, per too.
before the assassinations at Sarajevo
Houth Park, per ton
23.0026.00
Uunnlaon,
per
Valley;
pre
ton.
.t 23.0024.08
which conveniently furnished her
6.08
6.00
Straw, per ton.
text.
Grain.
Ooti, Nebraska, 100 lbs., buying.. .82.88
Hun Plot Against America,
2.28
Colorado oat, bulk, buying
These documents further show
3.40
Cora chop, aack, selling
8.35
....
before the world war was fomr months Corn In sack, selling
8.34
sacked,selling
Olutea
feed,
old, and more than two years before Bran, Colo per 100 lb., aelllng... 1M
Into
It
was
drawn
Flour.
the United States
Patent, 118 lb., 'sacked,
tin 1014), Germany already was set Hungarian
86,18
subject to discount
ub- ting afoot her plans to "mobilize de- Hungarian, 48 lbs., sacked,
2.6-Jeut to-- discount
structive agents and observers" to
cause explosions, strikes, and outrages
Dressed Poultry.
The following prices on live poultry
in this country, and planned the em
net P. O. B. Denver:
ployment of '.'unarchlsts and escaped are
Turkey, fancy d. p.. .......30 i 28
25
24
criminals" for the purpose. .
Turkey, old toois..,..
22
.20
cbolce...
Almost ranking in their sensational Turkey,
27
rtens, id.
0
nature with the notorious Zimmer- Ducks, vouns
,...27
27
25
man note proposing war by Mexico Qeeae
18
Rooster
.15
States,
upon
and Japan
tbe United
Uve poultry.
these documents lay bare new strata Boosters,
IS
10
of Prussian Intrigue, a new View of Turkey, 10lb.lb, or over
2S
23
'.
22
24
the workings of kultur to disrupt the Hen
young
Ducks,
22
allies standing between the world and Ducklings, lb
27
Qeese
new
20
They disclose also a
kalserism.
Spring
27
story of human treachery for gold.
80
Broiler, IK to 2 lb
The Intrigue appears to have been
EfM- carried down to the last detail of ar- Ekkb: graded No.
1,
rangement with typical German
. tA o. uenver.
Egg, graded No, 2,
o. a. Denver..
Revolution Staged by Berlin.
Butter.
Not only do the disclosures prove Creameries,
Eg
ex. 1st grade, lb.
that Lenine, Trotzky, and their baud Creameries, 2d grade, lb. . .
61
.
46
are paid German agents,. They snow Prooess
87
36
thnt the bolshevik revolution, which Packing stock
murthrew Russia into such orgy of
fruit.
Colorado, box
fl.608.00
der and excesses as the world seldom Apple.
1.25 01.81
Peaches, box
has seen, actually was arranged by the Pears, Bartlett, box
3.003.5(
Pear, cooking
2.00?.7I
German general staff.
They show how the paid agents of
Vegetable.
Germany betrayed Russia at the Brest-- Beans, navy, cwt
12.00
cwt
Pinto,
8.50
Bean,
Lltovsk "peace" conference; how Ger Bean, Lima,
,,
.18
man staff officers have been secretly Bean, green, lb...
..10
lb.........
.12i
wax, lb
.10
.12
received by the. bolshevlkl as military Beans,
Beets, Colo,, do, bunche
.26
.80
advisers ; how they have acted as spies Beets, new, cwt
,.
.2.50
.20
.SO
upon the embassies of the nations Corn, sweet, do
Cabbage, new, Colo
2.75
2.25
with which Russln was allied or at Carrots, cwt
4.00
Col.,
.30
directed
bunches
.35
peace; how they have
the Carrot.
d.
.06(31
lb
.08
bolshevik foreign, domestic and eco- Cauliflower,
Celery, homegrown, do.
,30
.45
.50
nomic policy wholly In the interest of Celery. Pascal
.75
.20
Cucumbers,
outdoors,
.35
Germany, and to the shame and deg- Cucumber, hothouse, d.
ds. .60
.75
Russln.
Lettuce, curly, do,...,.. J5
radation
.85
.25
do
table,
Onion,
.20
0
Originals of documents, pnotograpns
Onions, cwt
2.600 3.60
,
Parsley, do
of originals, and typewritten circulars,
.16
new, cwt
8.25
2.75
some of them marked "very secret" or Potatoes,
long,
Radishes,
.30
hothouse
.35 '
private," and many of them bearing Radlsbea, round
,. .15(5
.25
,0S
Spinach, lb
.07
the annotations of the bolshevik lead Tomatoes,
homegrown, lb. .08
.04
ers themselves; some of them con Turnip, cwt
3.00
'
Col.,
Turnip,
.25
.80
taining references to "Comrade Trotz
d. bunches
ky" or "Comrade Lenine" comprise the
HlSCICI.LAMCOj
MARKETS.
record.
'
Tke Metal Market.
Some of the originals, it is shown,
Denver settlement price:
although deposited in the archives of Bar sliver
81. 01 ft
26.63
the bolshevlkl, ; were required- to be Copper
8.05
Iad
of
representatives
to
returned later
Spelter
9.20
Tungsten
Petrograd
In
general
24.60
concentrate.
staff
vlFft....
German
the
' Price ot Sugar,
that they might be destroyed.
f
New York. Sugar Centrifugal, 7.28:
cut loaf, 10.50: crushed, 10.25; mould A.
cubes, 0.75; XXXX powdered, 0.20;
"NO," SAY OPPRESSED RACES 9.50:
powdered. 9.16; fine granulated and
diamond A, 9.00; confectioner A, 8.90:
1,
No.
8.85.
Move
Peace
Made
Answer to Austrla'a
of En- - ,
by Representatives
KaiHH City Produce.
laved People.
Kanaa City. Mo. Butter Creamery,
4ic; seconds, 44Í4C; packing, 87o
Egg
Firsts, 41c; second, 36c.
Poultry Hen, 24tyc; rooatera,' 18c:
New York. There can be no real
aprlngs,. 25c; broilers. 26c.
and lasting peace until Austria-Hungar- y
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some worn in winter weather by the boys aboard
our submarines.
Trumpets, drums, rifles, swords, flags and pen-- ,
nants are some of the other things shown. But It
lb expected that nowhere
will the Crowds be
thicker than around the models of modera battleships, dreadnoughts, cruisers, destroyers and other
vessels that will be shown at all the fairs and

plays are decorative panels contri froted by representative American illustrators to Illustrate twelve
points In a recent speech by Herbert Hoover, food
administrator.
Tho purpose, scope and accomplishments of the
food administration, the situation with which it is
dealing, and work being done by. tbe home conservation department are shown.
Hons.
Tbe bureau of fisheries of tbe department of
commerce has displays to urge the utilization of
The scope of work of tbe department of agriculture is so wide and the quantity of its exhibit ? fishery products now used little or not at all, but
material is so great that Its displays vary In differthat are available to help supply the demand for
meat. Samples and posters of whale, shark, gray-fisent sections of the country, but in every case they
sableflsh, eulachons, burbots, drums, tllefisb,
have been selected to clinch some reason why
American agricultural production
must be In- . skates and rays represent some of tbe dining table
strangers shown.
creased, and again increased, and to show some
of the numerous ways by which it can be done.
The fisheries exhibit also display tanned skins
These exhibits are not for the farmer alone. They
of aquatic animals and most people know that
are for him first, but food production has become
leather is valuable now with a demonstration of
the business aad concern of everybody In Amerpearl button manufacture, one of the Industries
ica, and nearly everybody has come to know It;
that Germany dominated before the war.
More than that, the agricultural exhibits are atPrograms of moving pictures treating many wartractive, Interesting and informing enough to hold
time themes are shown in connection with the
the attention of even the novice who cannot tell
other exhibits. They screen American soldiers at
a solo from a silo.
the fighting front and in camp; farmers striving
The weather bureau shows how it Is able to forefor bigger crops in the country; methods of concast storms, frosts and floods to protect agriculserving as well as Increasing the food supply,
ture, commerce and navigation, and displays its
in tbe national
views of beautiful landscapes
dally weather map showing conditions in the imparks;1 reclamation of arid lands, highway conmany
of them in
mediate locality of the exhibition. The bureau of
struction and other activities,
animal Industry shows how to Improve and indirect relation to winning, the war.
crease the country's supplies of meat, milk and
At every fair where the combined exhibits are
Men the volunteer
poultry, how it guards the health of the public
displayed, the
and our soldiers and sailors through its meat inspeakers who are fighting disloyal propaganda and
spection system, and how to drive out the deurging unstinted public support for every war
movement gnther in state conclaves. They speak
structive animal diseases that annually take a
many
meat
worth
millions
of dollars. That
toll of
the regulation four minutes between the official
other great
motion pictures, and assist the soldiers and sailors
branch of the department
of agriculture, the bureau of plant Industry, trVats
and department representatives in explaining disMen have headquarters
plays. The
its field In the same manner, with special attention
to methods of bettering and stimulating plant prolit booths maintained by the committee on public
information.
duction and eradicating plant diseases.
At a number of the fairs where trackage facill-- ,
Broad features of forest service work are pre- ties con be provided In or near the grounds, one
sented In popular and striking form. Models urge
of the mine rescue cars of the bureau of mines,
the burning of local fuel wood to release coal for.
department of the Interior, will be open to the
cities and war purposes and relieve transportatpublic. Full crews of five men will be on duty to
ion, contrast proper methods of logging with the
explain the intricate rescue apparatus.
wasteful ways, and show the proper handling of
tree windbreaks for increasing crop and animal
production.
Other forest service displays show
how forest fires are prevented or discovered and
(he
Blossom
fought; how valuable timber can be saved for war
uses; and the need of retaining forests to retard
soli erosion on slopes.
Mo flower has entered Japanese history, literaDistinctive exhibits of the bureau of chemistry
ture, art and religious thought longer or more
illustrate the enforcement of the food and drugs
richly than our sakura or Japanese cherry. It
act, production and preservation of food products,
was only natural, therefore, that foreign visitors
use of tanning materials, production of colors and
to this country began to call it the land of cherry
Differences between
other chemical Industries.
blossoms and that we have chosen sakura as our
true and Imitation commercial articles are shown,
national flower by common consent. Our army has
and light is thrown on adulterated or mlsbranded
adopted the blossom as its insignia as an expresmedlclnul preparations, Including headache "remsion of the national ideal of always being ready
consumpedies," "beauty" preparations, asthma,
to die for a cause, after the manner of sakura,
tion and other alleged "cures."
which falls in the height of 'natural glory and
Samples of the soils that occur in the United
human admiration without the slightest desire to
States, Including some local to the neighborhood
linger in the sordid world. From Herald of Asia,
of the particular exhibition, together with information relating to their best use In farming, are
JUGGLERS OF HEARTS.
The states
among the bureau of soils displays.
In
work,
shows
service
Its
relations
Probably the world's marrying record for men
with the state agricultural colleges, in spreading
was created by that notorious bigamist, George
funning information through county agents, home
WItzofT, whose carriages have been estimated at
demonstration agents and boys' and girls' clubs,
about 800. In the space of a single week he
and illustrates food conservation by canning and
through
marriage ceremonies with ten
went
'

Four-Minut- e

Four-Minu-

Cherry

Japan and

-

'
drying.
The bureau of entomology's exhibits of destructive insects and wnys of combating them are
particularly interesting at this time of need for
Likemore food production and conservation.
wise, the bureau of blologlcul survey's displays of
representing
birds,
the constuffed animals and
trol or destruction of the predatory species and
the conservation of the desirable kinds, take
added significance. Demands on the railways, with
stress the importance
growing ese of motor-routes- ,
construction and maintenance exof the good-road- s
public
roads and rural engiot
hibits
the office of
neering, and war conditions also lend Interest to
the bureau of markets' display of safe methods
of shipping grain, distribution of farm products,
ginln sriuidards and cotton standards, and various
.
types of shipping containers.
Agriculture lias been called tbe roost peaceful
l idusiiy In the world, but it Is believed that tbe
department's displays will remove any question
n
to efficient farming being absolutely essential
v
iu an effective war machine.
But America must not feed itself alone. It must
Fustaln millions of the citizens and fighting men
ot our valiant allies. The food administration. In
lis exhibits, drive that fact deep. Feature dis

women,
An amazing matrimonial record, 'too, was that
This "Juggler of
of a certain John Watson.
hearts" became acquainted with the eight daughyear
a
he had gone
brewer.
of
Within
a
ters
through a form ot marriage with each of the
eight sisters, and. had succeeded In decamping
with their savings.
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THOSE WAR TERMS.
regulars
One of the
bourded the car at his accustomed corner after
an absence of about two weeks. lie was looking
"peaked" and one of his friends asked : "Where
have you been for a couple of weeks, Brown?"
slight touch of pneumonia," Brown
"Oh, I had
answered.
Touch!" said the first speaker; "looks to ma
like you might have had a direct hit I"
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8urely Not Bump of Knowledge.
RIDES AND PELTS.
Dry Flint Hide.
O'Brien met Flanagan and noticed
.
big
lump
on
forehead,
.
his
Pound.
he had a
"Hello," said O'Brien, "Is that a bump micner
Fallen, all weights. No. I, fiat'jün
and ataa. No, l ..d i i,.:"?!?
of knowledge T" "Indeed, It's not," said 'Bulls
ÍS2
and glue hide
Flanagan. "It's a bump of Ignorance, Cull
Salted hides, 2c So 8c per lb le'V
Horsehldea one-ha- lf
two-thirto
of knowing nothing about boxing."
tbe price of green aalted.
Drjr Flint
Seem All Right
Wool pelt, butcher Pelt.
and murCIPHER.
rain together
44 4947a
Patience That woman next door Bhort
wool pelt
89
40c
has got another new hat
ahearling.
Butcher
No. 1..
t7asoa
Cholly They say, you know, that what
man
No. 8 murrain ahearling
Patrice Well, suppose she has?
180140
saddle
Buck,
piece
and
eats he becomes.
of
. "She seems to have hat on the brain,
Plt
Miss Keen Dear me I Ton must be eatioj
tta
"Well, Isn't that the place for
Salter Hide, Bte.
Heavy Onh
pract really nothing. Boston Transcript.
cured. No. 1 (over It
fcatr ,
lba. ,
I40
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NEWS-HERAL-

A- - A.. Adee,
eighty, has served 32 Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cared
as nn assistant secretary of by local applications as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of tha ear. Xnera Is
tate of the United States.
only one way to cure Catarrhal Deafness,
SHOULD HELP IN WORK OF
and that ta by a constitutional remedy.
HALL3 CATARtfH
MEDICINE acta
A New Way to Shave
CLASSIFYING THE NEW.
the Blood on the Mucotia Surfacea
Tender skins twice a day without Irri- through
of the System.
Catarrhal Deafness la
REGISTRANTS.
by
an Inflamed condition of the
tation by using Cutlcura Soap tbe causad
mucous liningEustachian Tube.
"Cuticura Way." No slimy mug, germs, When this tubeofIs the
Inflamed you have a
rumblingmoney.
sound
samor Imperfect hearing, and
or
of
waste
For
free
time
Pointing out the duty of employers
when It Is entirely closed. Deafness to the

EMPLOYERS HAVE DUTY

fi.
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Huan of the Americnn iiruiy ri'viewiug French and Amerlcun troops In Alsace. 2 One of the large
soldier on
German guns captured by the Canadians.
3 King George of Greut Britain decorating an American
'
French soil for distinguished conduct on the firing Une. Í
.'.-'
, '
,
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NEWS REVIEW OF
THE GREAT WAR
Reorganized Serbian Army Starts
an Important Offensive on
, the Saloniki Front.
BULGARIANS ARE

IN FLIGHT

herd .fight before he "evacuates that
,
keystone position.'
- i
lai
.:.
Stubbornly hanging on to the west
and imend of the Chemlu-des-Dume- s
proving their positions there, the
many
repulsed
fierce
attacks
French
lust week and advanced toward Luon
along the southern edge of the St.
Gobnln forest.
The entire platean
southwest of Loon Is under ' the fire
of their artillery, and though they were
moving forward with due caution, they
showed no intentions of stopping. :

-

On

the new

All the allied ministers who formerly were .at Jassy, Roumanln, Including
Charles Voplckn of America, have'
been arrested In Petrograd, according
to a report reaching The Hague.

."

'

.

'

Austria's suggestion of a "nonblnd-Ing- "
conference at all the belligerents
to mnke clear their war alms and peace
dfmands met" with the promptest kind
oreJection by the allies, President
Wilson taking the lead, in refusing to
consider the Idea'. In two sentences
he replied that America's terms had
i
been repeatedly nnd clearly stated and
American front In therefore no proposal for such a conthe Infantry activity ference would be entertained by it. In
was confined mostly this Mr. Wilson was heartily supported
the solidifying of po- by the entire nation, and his position

French Lorraine
during tbe week
Franco-British
Forces Closing Down to operations for
'
en 6t Quntin Despite 8trono Re- sitions, though the Tankees did' push was also thoroughly approved by the
allies of the United States. Austria's
forward along the Meuse for a conIstance Americans Shelling
siderable gntn This brought Metz un- suggestion, made, with the consent of
Metz Austria's Peace Sug"merely a
der the fire of tlielr artillery and the Berlin, admittedly
gestion Promptly Rebombardment of that great fortress "peace flyer," and there was little exjected.
city began at once and vigorously. It pectation In Hunland that It would reseems that the allies are now In a po- ceive favorable consideration. - . I
By EDWARD W. PICKARO.
No better reception was accorded the
sition to keep up the shelling of Metz
With a regenerated and reorganized
German offer of pence to Belgium.
during the fall and winter. If necesarmy, Serbia took the lead last week sary, and thus Its reduction, virtually With unblushing
effrontery
Berlin
in smashing the Hun and, his allies. Impossible hy ilirect attack, may be asked the nation the Huns have ravAided by French and Greek continished, to drop out of the conflict, not
accomplished. The Germans now adgents, the
Serbians struck mit the importance of the American
even suggesting that they would make
at the Saloniki front held by the Bul- drive on the St. Mlhlel salient, but the reparation for the horrible crimes they
garians and certain German units. deception oí their people through the
committed there, and making the
They struck hard, too, and within three official reports continues, as exempliInsidious proposal that the "Flemish
days had advanced 12 miles on a
fied hy the statement, one day last question" should be considered and the
front, taking 50 towns, Including week, that American attacks on Hau-n.oFlemish minority that aided the Gerthe strongest of the enemy positions.
had been repulsed and the Yan- man Invaders should not be penalized.
At first (tie resistance was stubborn,
Belgium, of course, said "No" to all
Thlau-mont.
kees also had been beaten at
but by Thursday the Bulgarians were
At that time Haumont had been this claptrap.
, ,
reported In full retreat and the Ser- safely held by the Americans for three
bians pursuing them day and night. days and Thiaumont was already five
The political situation In Hungnry
The enemy threw In fresh divisions, miles behind Pershing's lines. Fresnos,
Is becoming extremely critical and the
comthey
were
too
but In vain, for
an Important city, also was taken by opposition to the government is growpletely defeated. So swift were the the Yankees last week, and the line ing bolder. Its leader. Count Karolyl,
flight and the pursuit that the Serbians
Iniljt by them now runs parallel with Is quoted In dispatches as declaring
had not had time to count the great the Hlndenbnrg line at an average disthat the central powers should accept
number of prisoners taken or to estitance of a mile and a half. Every day President Wilson's 14 peace points as
mate the quantities of mnterlul that the German artillery has been deluging a basis for negotiations nnd that the
fell Into their bands.
the old salient with explosive and gas treaties of Brest-Lltovs- k
and BuchaThis Serbian advance by the end of shells, and tbe American gunners have rest should be abrogated. The pope
the week was seriously menacing the replied most effectively, battering the seems to have scented chances of
city of Prilip; one of the chief bases towns held by the Huns and several peace once again, for it was stated at
It times breaking up attempted infantry the Vatican that If a diplomatic repre
. of the central powers In Macedonia.
Is not beyond the bounds of possibilattacks, with severe loss to the enemy. sentation should be received by him
ity that It may later be connected up The airmen on both sides were extra- from one of the parties, he would ask
Alwith the operations of the allies In
ordinarily active and the 'Americans the other party if It desired to re
bania, of which little has been heard carried put a number of highly suc- ceive such a representation."
lately. A" good many authorities long cessful bombing expeditions over enhave held the opinion that the war. can' emy territory.
In one of these, bow-eve- r,
Substantial support for President
be brought to a successful end soonest
a superior force was encountered
Wilson's peace plans was received
by a great offensive In the Balkan reand five of our planes were lost. Incifrom the labor conference of the allied
gion, cutting off Turkey, and Bulgaria
dentally, the British reported that In nations In London when the Interna
Ausfrom their allies and threatening
thn St. Quentln sector the Germans, tional relations committee recommendtria from the south. .
wtre using a new type of plane that ed that the conference subscribe to the
curries eight men and bombs 13 feet 14 points formulated by Wilson, "thus
pincers long and weighing 2,000 pounds. '.
With the Franco-Britis- h
adopting a, policy of clearness and
slowly but surely closing down on St.
moderation as opposed to a policy dic
Quentln, the French and Americans
All along the west front the air
tated exclusively by changes on the
in possession of the western end of fighting was most intense.
In one war map. - - -- .
Chemln-des-Dame- s
nnd stendily
the
day the British brought down 60 enemy
pushing toward Luon and the Ynnkees planes and lost 16, which Indicates the
According to figures received up to
firmly established on their new lines fierceness of the struggle for the mas-- , date, tbe total registration of the counIn Lorraine, shelling Metz and threattery of the air. The independent Brittry under the new draft law was at
ening the great iron nnd coal- fields of ish air squadrons kept up their fine least 12,800,000, or 100,000 above the
the Brley basin, the German high com- work In the bombing of German cities, estimated total. Of rjiese the govern
mand last week was still clinging to notably " Mannheim,
ment proposes to call to the colors
the Hlndenbnrg line through most of Treves and Frankfort. This brings 2,700,000, to be added to the 3.200,000
massed
vast
had
length.
Buns
The
howls from the Huns which are music men already under arms. It Is planned
its
guns and were to the allied ear.
numbers of long-rang- e
to have 80 divisions In France before
'- J
resisting desperately, but their increasnext summer, and to finance so great
ing dearth of man power was becom- The bolshevik forces In Russia, for an undertaking the war department
ing more evident doily, and the priswhich some vtctorles were claimed has asked congress to provide It imoners taken, though well fed and early
mediately with an additional $7.000,- week, Inter were reported
despondent
and
tired.
clothed, were
to be retreating on both" the northern 000,000 in ensh. Granting this, the ad
preparatory
days
of
ministration
several
and congress has the
CzechoAfter
and southern fronts. The
operations Field Marshal Halg on Wed- slovaks along the Volgn continued choice of Increasing the amount of
nesday attacked on a
front their advance, and the fact that they taxes provided by the revenue bill
rt
from $8.000,008,000 to $10.000.000,000,
captured Perm, capital of the governncrthwest of St. Quentln, from
south. of Holnon Wood. Be- ment of thnt name, Indlcnted they were or raising all the additional $7,000.000,-00- 0
smashed
had
from the sale of bonds nnd aban
British
In a fair way to effect the junction of
fore nightfall the
of
ahead to a depth of three miles, taking the forees which are fighting in west- doning the plan of raising one-thir- d
ern Slbera with those which have been the cost of the war by taxation.
Pelzlere, La Vergulere, , Epehy, Rons-RoThe various features of the revenue
engaged in southeastern Russia.
Vllleret and other towns nnd bagAs
The wusjiredlcted, the Japanese censors do bill were swiftly approved by the
ging more than 6,000 prisoners.
primary object of the drive, which was not permit much news to come from house of representatives, one after
Representative Moore of
made in a hard rainstorm, was to gain the allied- - expedition In Siberia,-- but another.
Pennsylvania proposed a tax of $3 a
possession of the old British trench what does come Is satisfactory.
hale on cotton, but the Southern memIn Russia .the reign of terror Instisystem of Inst March, running nlong
an Important ridge. Many of the best tuted by I lie bolshevik! to suppress the bers rose In a body to the defense of
the main crop of their part of the
fighting units In the German army were counter revolution continues nnd unopposed to Halg's men, but the latter at- known numbers of the opponents of country. '
"
object
. '.
im
masTrotsky
at
and
In the main
Lenine and
have been
tained their
:
some points went further than - had sacred. The American government last ' That there Is no abatement In the
stream of American soldiers being sent
been expected. The artillery work of week Issued a series of articles exposthe Germans, especially with high ve- ing those two precious rascals as the over to France Is shown by the statelocity guns massed behind the. St. paid ngents of Germany, giving the ment that 313,000 embarked for Eu.Quentln canal, was more severe thati text of many secret documents ob- rope last month. Of these, 180,000
tained by an agent of the committee
were carried on British ships. One big
for a long time before. :
All this made
on public Information.
success by the
from the viewSimultaneously with Hnig's attack, Intensely interesting rending, but no point of the Chivalrous Hun was rethe French hit the Boches on a ten? one in America except a few highbrow ported last we.ek. The British steamer
"Intellectuals" Is surprised by the facts Galwny Castle, carrying disabled solmile front south of St. Quentln. advancing more than n mile and taking four revenled, and there doesn't seem any diers returning to South Africa and
way to get those facts before the Rusmany women and children, was torTillages . and hundreds of prisoners.
Military critics express no doubt of sian people whom'Leulne and Trotzky pedoed. One hundred and eighty-nin- e
persons were lost, of whom 120 were
tli ultimate fall of Sjt. Quentln, but nnd their crew have tricked nnd beK
civilian passengers.
the enemy Is sure to put up a long. trayed..
t'
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of labor in assuming a proper share
of responsibility for the classification
of new registrants under the selective
serviite net, u conunuulnttion froiu Provost Marshal General Crowder has
been irvde public. The points emphasized are us follows:
I have noticed, In' the general expressions of the public attitude which
reach this office, two frequent features
which lead me to the present, comments. One of these features Is the
belief that the process of awarding deferred classification to u registrant requires merely the filling out of the
questionnaire, ami that the selective
service hoards will perceive the propriety of muklug the deferment, without the assistance furnished by the
registrant's formal claim Indicating
the deferment desired. The other feature Is the employer's failure to realize his responsibility to Intervene in
aiding the board's determination, nnd
therefore to Inform himself fully on ull
the considerations which should affect
the decision as to deferment.
"
1. As to the first mentioned belief,
It must be pointed out thnt if it were
universally acted upon, the process of
classification would he seriously hampered and delayed. Someone must Indicate that the individual cuse is one
which should arrest the special attention of the hoards In respect to the registrant's occupational status. The
hoards do not possess a superhuman
onmlscence.
Boards Will Make Examination.
The boards will do all that they possibly can, on their own initiative, to
reach a Just decision by a complete examination of the questionnaire, even
where no claim is expressly made. A
registrant Is therefore at liberty, If he
sees fit, to trust to the scrutiny of the
boards to .discover the necessity for his
deferment.
Nevertheless, the boards will welcome nnd will need all the aid that can
be furnished by the Indication of a
claim made for deferment.
2. Why should the employer, or other third person, In such cases, make
the claim? Because the employer In
this situation represents the nation,
because iln the statutory phrase)
"the maintenance of the military establishment or of national Interest
during the emergency" requires thnt
some
third person should
look after that national interest, which
the registrant himself may not have
sufficiently considered.
It Is often forgotten thnt the selective draft is only one element In the
depletion of n particular Industry's
A second and lnrge element Is found In the voluntary withdrawals for enlistment ; how large this
Is may be seen from the clrcumstnnce
that the total Inductions' hy draft have
reached some 2,000,000, while the total
enlistments In army nnd navy amount
s
to some 1,400,000 nearly
as many. A third element, very
large, but unknown as to Its precise
extent, has been the transfer of labor
power from one Industry to another,
namely, Into the distinctively war Industries offering the Inducements of
higher wages. How relatively small.
In actual effect, hns been the effect of
the selective draft Is seen In the fact
that, for all the occupations represented In the 8,700,000 clnsslfled registrants of January, 1018, the percentage of the. entire Industrial population represented hy the class 1 registrants amounted to only 0 per cent. It
ran us low as 3 per cent for some occupations, nnd correspondingly higher
for some other occupations; hut the
national average was only 0 per cent.
Any notably larger depletion In particular Industries must therefore have
been due, partly to enlistments, nnd In
probably greater degree, to voluntary
transfers Into other Industries.
Must Remember Nation's Needs.
, These other Influences are therefore
to be kept In mind by employers and
others. In weighing the question whether the beat solution. In the national
Interest. Is to ask for the deferment
of Individuals or groups of men. hucti
deferments may assist the Immediate
situation In the particular establishment ; but they merely force the nrmy
and the navy to seek elsewhere for the
same number of men thus deferred.
the
of
needs
quantitative
The
military forces are known and Imperative; and any given quantity of
deferments will ultimately have to be
made up by the depletion of some
ntlier occuimtion. Thus- It become
the employer's duty to consider theso
aspects of deferment, in seeking thnt
solution of his own problem which best
comports with the national Interest.
The keynote of purpose for nil of
us ought to be. and I am sure will be,
that wise and profoundly significant
phruse In the act of congress under
which we oiernte, "the maintenance
of the military establishment or the
effective operation of the military
forces or the maintenance of national
Interest during the emergency.
New York's Systematic Growth. ,
forecast of population
of New York Is brought to light In
copies of the Scientific American for
September 8. 1800. A statistician for
the manual of the common council
show the poPul"on of ,he c,,y to
increase until 1!H would have made
the population of New York 5,257,403.
a figure olmost in accord with the census of that time.

ples address, "Cnticnra, Dept. X, Boston." , At druggists and by mail. Soap
25, Ointment 25 and 00, Adv.
Of New York's regular police force
are fighting in France.

8,000

MEDICINE.
All Drugtrlsts 7Bc. Circulara free.
F. J. Cheney a Co., Toledo, Ohio.

Be happy.
much better

Cae Red Croas Bag Bine;
than liquid blue. Delighta
tbe laundress. All (rocera. Adv.
'

'

A. H. Wasgatt, seventy-two- ,
has re44 years as keeiter of Pros-

It's not the backsets that set a man tired after

back so hopelesxly us the upsets.

pect Harbor (Me.) lighthouse.

-

Wh?t is Casto rla

is a harmless substitute for Castor' Oil, Paregoric,
CASTO and Soothing Syrups, It is pleasant. It contains neither
Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic substance.
Its age is its guar
ante. For more than thirty years it has been in constant auta for tha relief
Colic
and Diarrhoea; allaying Feverish-nea- s
of Constipation, Flatulency, Wind
arising therefrom, and by regulating the Stomach and Bowels,
aids' the assimilation of Food; giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea The Mother's Friend.
The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been in use for over
80 years, baa borne the signatureof Chas. H. Fletcher, and has been made under
iiis personal supervision since its infancy. Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and
are bat Experiments that
trifle with and endanger the health of Infanta and
-Children Experience against Experiment.
jSVt-MjL.
Grnnlno Caatorta always bean the signature of
RIA

"Just-as-Goo-

jt

,

--

The difference between dignity and
Should Say Not.
all right to pay as you go," ob- crmceit is that true dignity never Is
served the almost philosopher, "but If conceited.
yu have to pay 25 cents street car
Philadelphia convicts want to be sent
fare to get there and back, the chances
.
to France to fight,
are you won't go."

'It's

WEAR KIDNEYS MEAN
A WEAK BODY
When rou're fifty, your body begini to
creak
little t the binges. Motion is
more alow and deliberate. "Not so young
as I used to be" is a frequent and unwelcome thought. Certain bodily functions
upon which good health and good spirits
so much depend, are impaired. The weak
spot is generally the bladder. Unpleasant
symptoms show themselves.
Painful and
annoying complications in other organs
arise. This is particularly true with elderly people. It you only know bow, this
trouble can be obviated.
For over 200 year GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem Oil has been relieving the inconvenience and pain due to advancing
e
home
years. It is a- standard,
remedy, and needs no introduction. It is
now put up in odorless, tasteless capsules.
These are easier and more pleasant to take
than the oil in bottles.
Each capsule contains about one dose of
five drops. Take them just like you would
any pill, with a small swallow of wter.
They soak into the system and throw on
the poisons which are making you old before your time. They will quickly relieve

those stiffened joints, that backache,

lumbago, sciatica, gall etonee,
gravel, "brick aunt," etc. They are aa
effective remedy for ell dimanes .of tbe
bladder, kidney, liver, stomach' and allied
organs.
GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Caomlee
cleanse the kidneys and purify the blood.
Ihey frequently ward on attacks of the
dangerous and fatal diiteases of the kidneys. They have a beneficial effect, and
often completely cure the disease of tho
bodily organs, allied with the bladder and
kidneys.
If you are troubled with soreness across)
the loins or with "simple" aches and pains
in the back take warning, it may be the
preliminary indicationa of some dreadful
malady which can be warded off or cured
if taken in time.
box
Go to your druggist today and get
of GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules.
Money refunded if tbev do not help you.
Three sizes. GOLD MfíDAL are' the pure,
imported Haarlem Oil Capsules.
origina

Accept No Substitutes.-

Adv.

Don't Get Huhg Up
With an
It's Just Acidity
5

swat of ttwm starfrain a pad stomach"

That Maftes Millions
Sick and Suffer

It's true. There are millions of
people ail over the land who are weak,
nervous, all tired and dragged out.
who are trying to build up tbeir jadea
nerves and weakened bodies with drugs
and stimulants: and many of them
alto EAT and EAT but fail to get anywhere
near tbe full amount oí strength and nourishment out o! their food. Wbjf Simply because

of too mucta acid in the stomach superacidlty.
Get rid cf the excess acid. Tour stomach fa
all right )net give U a chutee to work canil
aDdnaturallT.rhenseehowioodrouwlUlecl
your pepeóme back, and your blood warms apt
A new method truly a wonderful discovery called

Man

Strong

Mfi

Is No

ATONIC

iHow

&L

a

V

1

V'.

I

Are
You?

Stronger
)
Than
His

I

Stomach

I

I

LCTdTrOUft

STOMACH'S SAK)
positively guaranteed to clear the excess
acid out of your stomach and bowels. g
It is made in the form of pleasant-tastintablets handy to carry around with you.
8cta big box of EATON 10 at any drag
store and see how quickly It banishes tbe ImAway with
mediate effects of
heartburn, belcblns, food repeating, indigestion jetc. and then see how your general hsaith
Improves.
So again we tell you insist upon It It you
are ailing get a big box EATON 10 from your
dnigsiit today. The cost Is a trifle only fiOc
Yo Umw faith to your dracsist. We authorise
him to absolutely guarantee EATON 10 to yoa
mnd ytm cab trust roar own druggist to make
this guarantee good. If EATON 10 fails In any
way, take it back he will refund ynur money.
11 jour druggist does not keep EA TONIC, drop
us a portal card and we will send It to you al
once; you can send us tbe 60c after you ret It.
Addressrvl. L. Kramer, Pres., E atonic Remedy
Oompsny, lOis Bo. Vabaab Are., Chicago, 111.
Is

Eíospsráilg
of
Scenes
Common in Western Canada
Are

The thousand! of U. & farmers who have accepted
Canada, generous offer to settle on homesteads or buy
farm land in her provinces have been well repaid by

bountiful crops of wheat and other grains,
- Where you can buy good fans land at $15 to 939
get 92 m basket for wheat and raise 29 to
45 baakela to tha acre yon are bound to make money
that's what you can do in Western Canada.
In the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan or
Alberta you can get a

per acre

HOMESTEAD OF

A remarkable

Optimistic Thought.
When one science Is learned otuera
become easy.

result. Unless tbe Inflammation can be reduced and this tube restored to Its normal condition, hearing may be destroyed
Many cases of Deafness
forever.
are
caused by Catarrh, which la an Inflamed
condition of the Mucous 8urfacea.
ONE HtTNDRKD POLL-ARfor any
eaee of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot
be
cured by HALL'S CATARRH

TaTV

160 ACRES FREE

and other land at Tery low prices.
Daring many years Canadian
wheat field have averaged 20 bushels
to the acre many yields as high as
45 buahda to the acre. Wonderful
crops also of Oats, Barley, and Flax
Mixed Faraúng is aa profitable an
industry aa grain raising. Good
Thooia. churches marta coaventene,
clima OTcelknt. Writafor Hteratoraand
particulara aa to ndimd railway ratea to

t
i
5
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News-Heral- d

ENCINO

From the Enterprise.

Thuraday

Mr. and Mrs.
of Lucy, N.

J. A. CONSTANT.Editorand Owner.
KnfArnri m Mnnnd class matter JaDaary 11
1907, la the postotHoa at Estancia. N. M. under
tne lot or uongrew oí alaron a. iwi.
Subscription

$1.6 0

DIRECTORY

DR. J. H. WIGGINS
Physician and Surgeon
Located in Dr. Mason's office
Phone 9

Lov-ingto- n

Estancia, N.

M,

Santa Fe, N.

M.

Estancia, N. M.

EDWARD P. DAVIES
N. D. MEYER
ATTORNEYS AT LHW
Estancia office in Farmers and
Bank Building.

Stock-men-

s

Dr. A. W. ROBERTS
From Tahoka, Tex,

Veterinary Surgeon
Estancia, N. M.
et me save your stock. Calls answer-da- y
or night. Pbone 35.
Torrance County Abstract Co.
A. R. POOL, Manager

N. MEX.

ESTANCIA.

Mrs.

Brown's sister, Miss Willie Gumfory of this place.
Roy Roland who was employed
for a short time at the Frey Garage and left a little over a month
ago for California, returned thit
week and his occupation 'is now
that of buying up second hand
autos.
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Sewalt and
little daughter, Margery, of
N. M., accompanied by
Mrs. Sewalt's mother,
Mrs.
Creighton, arrived Wednesday to
spend a few days with Mr. and
Mrs. C. L. Creighton of this
place.
Mr. Sewalt taking the
train here for Santa Fe on bus'
iness.
We learn that P. H Hensar-lin- g
has started the erection of
his new house out on ' his place.
Also that Mr. Sudduth is drilling
a well for him
Bob Broeder who has heen
night operator at the depot for
the past four or five months intends leaving Friday morning
for his home near Ft. Worth,
Texas
Mr. Underwood of Taiban arrived Thursday afternoon to take
Mr. Broeder's place as night o;
erator at the depot at this placeT

per year in advance

PROFESSIONAL

Falcona Brown

M, visited

Fifteen years experience as an Ab
stracter. See us before placing your
orders. Satisfaction guaranteed.

WILLARD

From the Record

C.J. Amble

Physician and Surgeon
Treating
practico and consultation.
of fiyos and Fitting of (iiattbes a Speeialty.
Office at Drug Store
MOUNTAINAI1 N. 11.
Office

FRED H. AYERS
Attorney and Conoselor at Law
Offloebonra9:80

ESTANCIA,

.

E. Ewing'
DENTIST
NEW MEX.

ESTANCIA

Office hours 9 a. m. to 6 p. m.
Office in Ayers building

ill

"Yon little weal played along the way, didn't you?
Kept grandma waiting I Q&well. its all light. Because

I

NEW MEXICO

CALUMET

v
'

C

AlwaysWelcome

(I

.

a m to4 :80pm

l
III

BAKING POWDER

is always right. It's worth waiting for. Always we!-come. Never shirks its work, Never fails. Never
minutes or materials and I kww it 3 pure and
' wastes
vholesome, as Calumet contains only such IngFertletitl
as have been approved officially by the U, S, food.
Authorities."

s.
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W. DRAYTON WASSON
Attorney at Law

i.

tii.imimrnini

Willpractice in all Courts of New Mexico
NEW MEX.

ESTANCIA
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CENTER VALLEY

Special Correspondence.

Good attendance at Sunday
AlsoV on right hip,
'cross on right shoul- school.
der. XX on left hit).
Everybody is harvesting beans
Ranee 6 miles north
borne report good
1 mile west of Lucy. this week,
Notify Mrs. s. A. crops, while others are not so
Edmonds & Sons. good.
Lucy. N. M., of any cattle with above
F. L. Ha fkins is home from
brands strayed from range.
Belen this week gathering his
crop.
He will return to seien
T.
soon, taking his family with him.
W. M. Gumfory is at home for
General
a few days.
Wagon Yard
John Mourfleld, who has been
All Kinds of Feed
Land for Sale
Chilili, N. M. working at Santa r e, is moving
back to his claim this week.
ESTANCIA LODGE NO. 28 The stork visited the home of
r. and Mrs. Kirkpatrick last
I.O. O.F.
ihursday, leaving a hne boy.
Meets every Wednesday night over
Miss Carrie Hawkins, who has
Farmers and Stockmens Bank.
All been visiting at Santa Fe for a
Odd Fellows cordially invited to attend,
few weeks, returned home
C W. Archer, Sec. N. D. Strong, N. G.
Thursday.
School began last week and
the children seem to be delighted

Pro-gress- o

Inst.
Miss Lorencita Torres, sister,
of Macario Torres and Mrs. Mel-co- r
Alderete of Progrésso, passed

iYa

I
I

i

II

G. W. Bennett of the Mesa
community received from the U.
S. Treasury a $50 Liberty Bond
subscribed and paid for by his
son, Pvt. Claud Bennett, who is
now with the American Expeditionary Forces in France.
W. A. Hall and family, who
live north of Willard, returned
Monday from their visit with
relatives and friends in Kansas.
Claud C Wietz of Mountainair
and Mrs. Teresita Lueras of
were united in matrimony
by Judge John L. Lobb in his
office Tuesday morning, the 17th

mrMtfV,a,ihff?

MOtJNTAINAIR

away last Saturday at Punta.
She had been in poor health for
some time, but her almost sudden death was unexpected by the
family.
The funeral services
were held at the Catholic church
and interment at the 6hurch
cemetery at Punta Sunday

You Can't Eat Meat
100 Miles Away
Preparing meat is only a part
of Swift & Company's usefulness.
The finest meat in the world
wouldn't do you any good one
hundred miles away from your
table.

y

Company efficiency has made
it possible to place complete lines of
products in the smallest and most remote
communities.
To be sure the work is done well
Swift & Company, through its branch
houses and car routes, brings the meat to
the retail dealer for you.
Swift & Company lays out car routes
covering towns big, little, medium size
which are not served by a Swift
branch house.
Salesmen find out in advance what is
wanted by the dealers in every town.
They are followed by refrigerator cars
loaded with retailers' orders, which are
delivered at each town ffesh, clean, and
sweet once or twice each week.
Swift & Company operates- a large
number of car routes like this, from fourteen distributing plants.
This is a necessary and natural part
of the packers' usefulness. It fits into
the industry in an orderly, effective way.
It makes better meat cheaper from one
end of the land to the other.
Swift

&

-

PLEASANTVIEW

Special Correspondence.
NewB is rather scarce this week.
People are
busy gathering crop in the day time, aDd
County Agent R. L Strong very
busy at night attending the roviral.
and County Club Leader C. E. Bro. John WilliamB is meeting his desire in
saving souls in th's community. Baptising will
Bennett were in Mountainair tske
plaoe Tuesday morning
yesterday arranging for a Boys tank same plaoe as last season.at the Imboden
From the Independent.

Swift

&

Company, U. S. A.

A number from Jiere went to the sinking
conand Girls Club Fair to be heid vention
at Uountainair Sunday. Those who
ijov go io me restaurants, botéis, etc.,
about the middle of October. for dinner,
wi.lijo extend their appreciation
The fair will probably be on Sat to Mr. and airs,
rfmppell and Mr. and Mrs.
for the nice dinner whiou they brought
urday, and all members of the Jones
to the grounds and spread.
portion
coun
in
of
"the
clubs
this
Pr.Mproull. an optometrist from Magdalena
with the Brunner family a few days luokiug
ty will participate. It is planned isafter
Raymond
Sanchez
the eyo alliictionB.
men
local
business
solicit
to
the
The Bovb' and Olrls' Club met with their
Monday. It is only a few weeks till the
leaders
Merchandise
young
for
prizes
the
for funds for
fair will commence and each one is "sprucing"
people who have excelled in the up on his project. Mrs. (leo. Brunner was a
visitor with tha organisation.
various lines of work,
From the hot weather, and call
The Bed Cross will entertain-agaiat the
house Oct. nth, of whichou
seo a
Miss Lois Hollon began teach school
full announcement in tha Hod CrosB will
items
in
ing at the Cedar Grove school this issue,
last Monday morning.
Closing Out Sale.
"
Carl Sherwood . and Forrest
New furniture going at a great
Mason were over from Estancia
bargain. Come in. Valley Furon business Monday.
niture Co.
A SPECIALTY
J, A. McKinley, an
resident of Mountainair, came in
fa
from Vaughn last Saturday to
visit friends a few days.
Several cases of typhoid are
with their truck rides.
reported at Punta.
Agent for
We have had heavy fog and
The stork visited the homes of
for two days, also some Tom Cranford north of MounCONTINENTAL OILS mist
light showers.
tainair, and Rev. Mr. Phipps,
Mr. and Mrs. Falcona Brown Monday, leaving, a boy at each
w?ga
spent Tuesday night with Mr. Dlace
C. E- - Bigelow is enjoying a
fand Mrs. Gumfory.
Mr. Austin is still drilling on visit from his brother, u A.
his well, but progressing slowly Bigelow arid family of Follett,
ESTANCIA
Texas.
LUMBER
The latter is connected
on account 01 hard rock.
with the First National Bank of
COMPANY
his home town.
We now have the exclusive agency for the Nissley Creamery Co. and are preMORIARTY
From the Moriarty Messenger.
pared to test your cream and pay for same while you wait.
See Estancia Lumber Co. for
UNDERTAKERS AND
Messrs Higday and Pool were stoves. We have just received a
,
solid car.
up from Estancia Tuesday.
Bring your cream WFDNESDAYS and SATURDAYS.
ENBALMERS
fOR A WEAK STOMACH.
Mr. and Mrs. Toney Gomez are
the happy parents- of a baby boy The great relief afforded by ChamCalls answered day or night
We will pay highest market price and guarantee accurate, tests and satisfaction.
berlain's Tableta in a multitude of casoorn Wednesday morning.
We have secured the services of
es has fully proven the great value of
Miss Richardson of Mountain-ai- r this preparation for a weak stomach
Mr. L. E. Hanlon
opened school Monday in the and impaired digestion. In many cases
Licensed Embalmer
this relief has become permanent and
Pine Grove district
the sufferers have been completely reMr. and Mrs. Cecil Thornell stored to health.
dv
returned Tuesday from Tres
M. E. CHURCH
Ritos, N. M.
Sunday school at 10 a. m.. Ira L. Lnrlwirk
HAVE YOU BEEN SICK?
HuporintPurieot.
JCTerybody
John Williams was called to
not attenriinir
bunday school elsewhere in oordtalry invited
you realize the utter weakness
Then
Altus,
Oklahoma on account of
Then will be uo preaching fcervice at the
that- rnh ambition, destroys aooetite
church Sunday.
The flm Vsiart- rjy Cnnferrnio? will be held in serious illness of his father.
work a burden.
tan church aWtnday,
People around here are get- andTomakes
;rh.
W, J. Waltz will preach at Willard Sunday
regain your strength nothing has
rooming at II o'clock, and at Progretiso at a ting the Colorado fever bad. - C.
compared with Scott's
p. m.
A. Smith is in the state to the ever equaleditsor
properEmulsion;
The pornUteot minor that the Republicans north.
Mrs.
Clint
will
Calkins
bad closed a dal for the purchase
give energy to the body while its
ties
Albo,
the,,.
leave Shortly tn inin her hnahanri tonic value sharpens the appetite in
aueruue Morn in Journal bavn hwn
ieee
by

Protect Your House

n

D.W. TOTH,

pIV

Autos, Sign and Piano Painting

old-tim- e

Chas, Sawey

Cream WANTED! Cream

AND GAS

'

-

Remember the place and the days

--

If we Haven't Got it, We'll Get It

8it-mtx-

r

g

corroborated
the aonounci-moutin the
Msu, rumi a:, n. roí nR atraiii asan men the pot of editor of that nfwtair
It
underatood the deal wat chsd in El Pai,
fw day D. at a conference attended b I o
(írant andafo
A. McPhcrson, of the Journal'
and representative
of the pureha&era. Santa
re New Mexican.
J

C.pnrtra Mnqplov
in Colorado
natural, permanent war.
whom everybody thought was a a If you are run down, tired, nervous,
fixture here, sold his crop and overworked or lack strength, be sure
expects to leave soon. Others to get Scott's Emulsion today.
are figuring on leaving later.
Gcstt Bewne. Bleomflcld. u. &

For You.

Farmers and Stockmens
Equity Exchange

Child Welfare

BEEF!
Be your own butcher and save money. You
can buy beef here by the quarter, more or
less, as you like, at a very close margin. Call
and get prices.

"

A. T. COCHRAN
J"Phone orders given prompt attention

LOCAL ITEMS
try it Equity.
For sale, team of mules and
wagon. Willie Powell.
For sale, two lots in Estancia.
Wm. Dow, Tajigue. ..
Mrs. S. J. Hubbard is reported
still very sick.
For sale, a Whiteface bull, and
B. L. Hues
a few milk cows.
Ladies and misses coats, all
ítyles.. Estancia Lumber Co.
Young pigs ready for delivery.
Also two brood sows for sale.
E. L. Smith.
If you want shoes, better go to
Special prices, big
Romero's.
stock, including school shoes.
Knit goods in caps, gloves,
cap sets, and sweaters for entire
family. Estancia Lumber Co.
Louis Cockrell, who is an apprentice at the railroad shop,
got a finger nail mashed off TuesVeedol Oil

day.

For Sale, yearling and
Hereford Bulls. -- The
Titsworth Company, Capitán, N.
M.

-

-

Lease and improvements on
Bchool land for sale, 8 miles west
A. J.
6 miles south of Estancia.
James
Dr. Wiggins and family are
now domiciled in Estancia. They
occupy the second house south
of the school house.
Lost, gold neck chain with
Finder return to
heart locket.
Mrs, C, E. E wing and receive
reward.
Our stock of groceries can
neither be excelled nor undersold.
Try us. Farmers and Stockmens
Equity Exchange,
Mr. and Mrs. Jas. McBride
have moved into the George
Fenley house recently vacated
by J. B. Tate.
Wanted to sell or trade for
land weBt of Estancia, some good
Inquire at
cows and alves.
this office or at the adobe garage.
Judge A. V. Patterson of
is very ill wilh diabetes. He
was moved to Estancia yester-- '
day, so the doctor could see him
frequently.
For sale, big work team, 1300
pounds each, pair mules, Ford
touring car, nearly good as new,
runabout Ford good as new.
Will give time, on approved note.
Also 10 head of good bulls. A.
J. Green.
A. A. Hine has pttt in a complete line of undertaking goods
at Heliums store. Anyone need-inanvthinar in that line call him
at his residence, or anyone that
Calls
works in the store.
day or night.
Wil-lar-

d

?

Oct. 5, "In

Slumber-land"- .

Pastime.

Wanted, second hand oil cook
stove. Inquire this office.
How about that heater or cook
stove? 500 to select from. ancia
Lumber Co.
G. A. Fenner of El Paso, who
owns land near the foothills
northeast, was here last week
looking after his interests.
Save money on your purchases
of Notions, Dry Goods, Shoes,
Men's Women's and Children's
Furnishings at the Equity. .
Big line Stetson hats, last year
prices, at $5. 00 to $8.00. Estancia Lumber Co.
Word has been received here
of the death of Mrs. J. B. Wood-all- .
The family went from here
to Socorro county west of Magdalena, a year or two ago.
Messrs. Herndon and Korber
of Albuquerque and Bigelow of
Mountainair were here last Saturday attending a bank meeting of
the Estancia Savings Bank.
Mrs. Garvin will leave next
Monday for Highrolls with her
bunch of women and girls of the
women's land army, on an apple
Anyone
picking expedition.
wanting to join should see her at
-Est-

once.

Dr. Mason was reported Mon
day as sinking in an alarming
manner. Mrs. Mason went to
Las Vegas at once, to be with
him. Mrs. Mmerman and little
daughter arrived from California
last night.
Bran, shorts, middlings, and
other mill feeds are sold on a
definite margin in New Mexico,
announces the food administra
tion. The wholesaler is allowed
a margin not exceeding $3 a ton
on cash sales, $4 on credit sales,
and retailers not above 25c per
hundred at warehouse door.
The Republican caucus in this
precinct elected the following as
delegates to attend the convention at Willard Saturday, which
is to elect delegates to the state
convention: T. B. Rapkoch, Dr.
Ewing, Carl Sherwood,- - Willie
Elgin.
It is said there is an issue as to judge, the machine
crowd wanting Sutherland, and
most of this delegation is said to
be "agin" Sutherland.
Clyde Everitt is working for
the arovernment in the exterm
He has
ination of prairie dogs.
been at work about a month, and
ha3 cleaned up 10.000 acres near
Mountainair, and about 4,000
The first
acres near Progresso.
round got all but a few dogs in
these tracts, and the second
round is expected to clean them
up completely. Anyone interest
ed in having prairie dogs cleared
out on their land may have their
wants looked after by notifying
the county agent.
Oct. 1, Fattu flrbuckle. "Adrift."
-P-

astime.

BEANS!
New elevator, built to handle beans only, soon

completed. Will be ready to handle your beans when
you are ready.

DON'T BUY SACKS

.

We will buy from you in the bulk and furnish
sacks ourselves. No need to invest your money in
high priced sacks. ' .

Get Our Bids
THE TRINIDAD BEAN

8

ELEVATOR CO.

JOHN C. B1XLER, Manager,
MOUNTAINAIR,

NEW MEXICO

There were only three repre
sentatives for Torrance county
who were able to take the course
of instruction in the Child Welfare movement given in Santa
Fe the past week. They were
Mrs. D. M. Short. Mrs. W. D.
Dow and Mrs. C. M. Pearce.
They report very interesting
proceedings.
The work was conducted by
D. Edgar L. Hewett of Santa
Fe.
Dr. Massie gave an hour's lecture each day, beginning at 1:30.
Miss Hastings of Albuquerque
lectured and gave the mental
tests.
The child examinations, were
conducted by experienced nurses
and were very interesting.
We expect to have a corps of
workers ready to begin the examinations, in Estancia, of all
children up to the age of she
years, in the month of October.
This work is considered one of
the most important that can be
rendered to the nation.
The Government and every
serious minded citizen understands the vital importance of
conserving child life.
The children will be registered
and about twenty can be examined each day. A record of
each child will be kept in Estancia, Santa Fe and Washington.
Watch the paper, for the date
of registration and bring your
children.
Mrs. Eugene Fisher, who has
been visiting her aunt, Mrs. J.
C. Peterson, for some time, left
Tuesday for her home at Toledo,
Ohio. Mr. Peterson accompanied
her as f.ar as Torrance.
PUPILS

RECITAL

Closing Out Sale.
Wanted, to trade for second
hand auto.
Have a wagon and
New furniture going at a"great
team and piano, and will pay the bargain. Come in. Valley FurMiss Fay Hubbard, aged about difference.
Car must be in first niture Co.
seventeen years, daughter of class condition. Address Willard,
Veedol Oil at the Equity, will
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Hubbard.
N. M., Box 227.
cut down your auto expense.
died last Thursday.
funeral services wera he d
Friday at the crave in Estancia
STRENGTH
SERVICE
Cemetery, where the body was
We have combined Capital and Surplus $35,000.00, the largest in Tor- buried, Mrs. Hubbard being bo
ranee County. We are a member of the
ill that it was thought best not
to hold services at the home.
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
Key. Grant conducted the ser
Which gives to ourselves

DIED

vices.

The death of their dani-htn-r.
just budding into womanhood, is
a sad blow to the parents, who
have the deepest sympathy of
the entire community.
Marriage

and our CUSTOMERS that sound and secure
You are contributing to the success of the Great United States Banking System,
when you bank with us.
feeling,

MOUNTAINAIR STATE BANK
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE

Lisences.

Marriages have been issued to
the following since last report.
Kellion Crook, El Paso
Mrs. Minnie Haggerton,

Be On Time

Rosendo Vallegos, Progresso

Sarita Alderete,

W. A. Hebdon, Mountainair
"
Lillian Woods,
Johnnie McClelland, "
"
Bessie Bishop,
F. H. Hood, Estancia
Mrs. M. M. Olive, Estancia
E. C. Herndon, Carrizozo
Octa Mae Hamilton, Duran
Refupio Chavez, Pinos Wells
Rumaldita Sedillo,

Buy one of our alarm clocks, be on time and
save time enough in a week to pay for it.
Something new in this line. See them.

Estancia Drug Company

Margarito Ontiverez, Duran
"
Maria Hernandez,
W. R. Marsh, Estancia
Jane Anderson, Willard
"
Vicente Lueras,
Ambrocia Alderete, "
Marciana Hernandez, Estancia
Ignacita Chavez, Chilili
Pency L. Mitchell, Cedarvale

Shoe Special
We are makipg special cut prices on . all
grades of shoes to reduce stock. Better see
us before buying anything in the shoe line.
IT WILL PAY YOU

On Saturday evenina Mrs. W. W. Wasnor
Hazel V. Mitchell,
held a musical recital for her pupils at uer
roRirlpnnA nnar Mcintosh to auite an audience
Charles C. Weitz, Mountainair
oi parents ana menus or me pupns. aue re"
Teresita Lueras,
cital was a success and hergoodpupils shoved
training, acquite plainly the result of
"
G. Boswell,
Aaron
quitting themselves verv nicoly. The program.
wnif-.l- i
OTflH nninvMi
nv mi. in sivon oeiow:
"
Beulah Mapes,
mrs.
aer
minuet radurwesKl
Minuet Mozart
- Cecil Brown
Kellj
Mr.
Vocal, September Charlton
Look Cut For Blackleg
J
Ollie and Zora Gatea
Nocfcourne
Schumann
Clase Exercises No. 1 aud No. 2 Selec :ed
ot (jihbs . Several stockmen have reportroar rupiJBMary
Fix ed lofing some young stock
Melndv Strnnhoirff
the
Mr. Kellj
Vocal, You Kobyn
Sitrn.nf Hnrlrur Rnwfl. Valse StreftboOff
last few days. Neal Jenson lost
OUie Gates
a fine
heifer and W.
Joan of Aro Murray Where do We ro
Mabol Lws C, Granflost two yearlings, and
From Hero Johnson
The Biography of Beethoven By Pupils of Class
Cecil Krowo others
have reported similar
The Elf Dance Frankfort
The First Lesson Krogman, A Ham
.Evelyn uioss losses.
mock Lullaby Krosmau
ExerciseB Nob. 1, 2, 3, and 4 Solectod
Stockmen should not forget
Francss Kelly
this 3 the time of year
The Volunteers Krog man , The Content
ed Htrd Krogman, The Little uairy
blackleg is
its worst, and
zora uau
DtreaboffK
Cecil Brown should be on the alert and vac
Festive Bells Ganechal
"
Reading Selected
Nell Long
government vac
Mr. Kelly cíñate.
The Holy City-AdPiano Duet Lindsay Lena Grant, Mrs. Warner cine may be procured at the of
Mabel L&wb
Sing lie to Bioop Bingham

that

Romero's Store

that

at

Come In

the

Legal Notice.
In the District Court within and for
the County of Torrance, and State of
New Mexico.
Beatriz Chavez de Sanchez, Ubaldo I.
Sanchez, Anita Sanchez de Komero,
Alicia Sanchez, Flora Sanchez and
Lilly Sanchez, Plaintiffs,
vs.
Ramon Cisneros, and Doloies Ballejos
de UiBneros, bis wite, it alive, ana it
dead then against their or either Qf
their unknown heirs; and against the
unknown heirs of Trinidad R. de
Jaramillo and JoBe F. Jaramillo, both
deceased; and against the unknown
heirs of the deceased Maximiliano
Luna; and against all unknown persons claiming any right, .title or interest in or to the quarter section of
land described in the complaint in
t this suit, adverse to the title of the
plaintiffs, Defendants.
Wo. 900.

SERVICE BY PUBLICATION.
To all of the above named living

De-

fendants:

Kindly take notice of the pendency
of this suit acainat each and all of vou
as above set forth in said court, and
vou are hereby notified, that the gen
eral objects of the action are to establish, quiet and set at rest the title of
the above named plaintiffs in and to
one hundred sixty (160) acres of land
situated in said county of Torrance and
aescriDea as:
"The Southwest quarter of Sec(25), Township
tion twenty-fivthree (3) North of Range five (5)
Kast (SWJí, S. 25, T. 3 N , R. 6
E.) according to the principal meridian of the State of New Mexico,
containing one hundred sixty (160)
acres of land "
'That the name of the plaintiffs' at
torneys is Rodey & Rodey, and their
postofflce address is Albuquerque, New
Mexico, and that unless you, the said
living defendants, enter your appear
ance in said cause on or before the 7th
day of November, A. D. 1918, judg
ment will be rendered in said cause
against you by default.
(Meal) JULIAN SALAS,
Ulerk or said court.
By T. B. RAPKOCH,
Deputy.
Dated the 26th day of September,
1918.
9 26-1-0 17
FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office
Fe, N. M.

fice of the county agent free of
cost at all times. But the way
to be absolutely sure is to use
one of the germ free vaccines,
for as soon as they are used the
animal becomes immune.
Several stockmen have started
to advocate the construction of
dipping vats in this vicinity in
order to rid their cattle of lice
These parasites are
and ticks.
doing much damage to the stock
ndustry in this county.
A meeting of the stockmen
will be held at the county agent's
office on Monday, September 30,
2:30 p.m., at which time the
dipping vat question will be thor-

And get our prices on dry goods, flannel
shirts, caps, sweaters, mackinaws, duch coats
and hose. Also Robert Johnson & Rand line
of shoes for the whole family.

KEMP BROS.
BEGINNING

oughly discussed.

Another thing that will be dis
cussed will be the cotton seed
We will encake situation.
deavor at this time to make up
an order for a car of cake.
Wanted to sell, a good Jersey
milk cow. See C. H. Bennett.

Our terms

ESTANCIA AUTO GO.
Repairs. Parts and Supplies

Keep Well
Do not allow the
poisons of undigested
food to accumulate in
your bowels, where they
are absorbed into your
system. Indigestion, constipation, headache, bad
blood, and numerous
other troubles sre bound
to follow. Keep your
system clean, as thousands of others do, by
taking an occasional dose
of the old, reliable, vegetable, family liver medicine.

A Strong Bank's Friendship
. i
Has boon the fearing factor in many a man's business career,
Such friendships are not formed Id a day, however, they require the ripening
influence of time.
Make this bank your friend and ally now, then when the crucial poiai arrives
in your buainoBs, it will know you and your history well enough to Rive assistance.
This truth 1b as important and useful to the individual as to the business man.
Call in and we will be alad to explain at any time the advantage in a bankioK
connection.

We pay 5 per cent on Time Deposits.

Torrance County Savings Bank

Thedford's

Audiiit

Black-Draug-

Willard, New Mexico

."The Bank of Personal Services"

ht

96. 1918.

Notice is hereby given that Lundy
of Mcintosh, New Mexico,
who, on July 3, 1913, and May 10,
191B,
made homestead entries. Nos.
019299 and 023726. for nH
and the
4 s4, fsectim 17, Township a north,
Range ' 8 east, N.
M. P. Meri
diarf, haa filed notice of intention to
make final three-yea- r
Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be PfS
fore Neal Jenson, U. 8. Commissioner, W á
at Estancia, New Mexico, on October
10, 1918.

Claimant names as witnesses:
John Vanderford, W, T. Enf minger,
L. H. Spencer. U, B. Gates, all of Mc
intosh, rew Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.

ft!
JC
ffj
ivjr!

IJlÁ

Mrs

oc

V. F. Pickle, of
Fawn.Oa., writes:
have used Thed

as
a family medicine. My

w
mother-in-lacould not
take calomel as it seemed
too strong for her, so she
as a
used biacK-urauc- ni
fffij
mild laxative and liver
regulator . . . We use it NLp
believe
In the family and
12k
it is the best medicine for EMB
the liver made." Try it.
Insist on the genuine

u

packi

0

Mr

U. S. Commissioner

Business 'of all Kinds Transacted
life. Accident and Health Insurance.

Land Office
Fire.

kfJ

Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow
ledfied. Residences and

Farms for Kent

0

0

Neal Jenson

Black-Draug- ht

Thedforí'8'

OCTOBER 1,
will be strictly
"

CASH

NOTICE

M. Mathis,

bo much desired during these abnormal months.

Estancia, New Mexico

cJ

ESTANCIA

AN EPITOME OF

FOREIGN
Bight Americans were killed when
a clearing hospital was hit by a Gorman shell.

LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED RECORD OF THE
PROGRESS OP EVENTS AT
"
HOME ANO ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
8AYINQ8, DOINGS, ACHIEVE
MENTS) 8UFFERINGS.HOPE8
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

"--

Rastaat Baden has been designated
as the
by the German war ministry
central camp for American prisoners
of war.

r

-

..

,

,
'

Thirty persons were killed and
more than
acore injured in a train
collision between Dijon and Da roche,
,

France.
Prince Eric, duke of Vestmanland,
youngest son of King Gustaf, died of
pneumonia
which
Spanish Influenza.
29 years old.
.

developed

NEWS-HERAL-

Pithy News Items

SLAVS KILLED
BY THOUSAND

Gathered From AU Over

MINING AND OIL

news

New Mexico

PRESIDENT. WILSON

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
COMING EVENTS.
Oct S Annual meeting New Mexico
Pub Ho Health Association at Albu-

BARBARISM.

querque.

from

BOLSHEVIK!
A Boy Scouts' Council has been or THROTTLE
The prince was ganized
...
at Albuquerque.
j
The Canadian casualty list Included
'A British armed boarding steamer '
E. E. McGill of Roosevelt
MOVE IS INDEPENDENT OF WAR,
was torpedoed and sunk by a German ,
submarine on Sept. 12, the British ad- - ' Fire did $500 damage to the Fort
BUT IS AIMED TO CRUSH
fc

Western Newepaper Union News Service.

Denver Metal Price
I 1.01
Bar silver
Vi
Copper
" 24.26
8.(15
jead
8.20
" '
;
Spelter
Tungsten concentrates, unit.,. 21.64
Atizona.
inSilver King of Arizona is a true
'
dication of the comeback of silver
.
mines. - The new plant of the Verde Squaw
at Bisbee is reported to be in full
operation and the shaft going down at
the rate of five feet a day.
A prospect has been located in the
Camp Wood district, near Prescott,
which is said to carry values of gold
and silver of about $200 per ton.
The silver claims at the end of the
Old Hackberry at Kingman have been
leased to New York people. They are
to be developed on a large scale.

Fifty-eigh- t
mem- - Sumner high school building,
mlralty announced.
HUN DANGER.
j . The PlOon nut crop Is reported exbers of the crew are missing.
In a long article, which it saken as cellent and will be ready to gather
Watt. re Hwwett Union ffm aervtee.
reflecting the views of Vatican offi- I shortly.
western Newspaper Union News Service.
ABOUT THE WAR
The Democratic state' convention
If not the pope himself, the CorAmerican heavy artillery set (ire to cials.
will be held in Santa Fé on Thursday,
Washington.
Horrified by the
semi-officiorgan
D'ltalia,
the
riere
.
a factory in the German fortified city
Sept. 26.
bloody reign of terror in Russia, the
of the Vatican, declares that Austria i
'
of Meta,
21 called upon all
On
Sept.
United
States
Oct.
New Mexico will send
should be more explicit in her peace
'
In northern Russia the allied troops declarations.
836 men to Camp Cody, as her. quota allied and neutral nations to consider
.
,
have gained further successes over the
what they may do to impress upon
.. .
Walter Hines Page, the retiring of the 182,000. called. .
enemy forces. ' '
Roy Hamilton of Carrizozo was the Bolshevik! the aversion with
to,
of
tbe
court
American
ambassador
.American troops have occupied St. James, was presented, with the killed in action, and Leo E. Scott .of which the civilized world regards
Amraersweler, in Alsace .(on the front "honorary
their wanton crimes.
'
-freedom of tbe borough of House 1b missing In action.
Text of the State Department's in'
wesi 01 uounarj. Colorado.
Plymouth," inclosed in a silver model
The state land office is sending out
structions to the American diplo
Siamese troops, with a general and of the Pilgrim ship Mayflower. "The . notices to
The Lone Pine Oil Company filed
of
lessees
state
whose
lands
mats:
his staff, have arrived In France to presentation was made privately in four-yea- r
claims on 1,760 'acres of land near
lease terms end on Oct. 1,
"This government Is in receipt of oil
participate In the war.
London- Maybell.
McKlnley
becounty
la
in
refortunate
information from reliable sources
. Ukraine insurgents have blown up
A big detachment of German sol
ing one of the tew counties in the state vealing that the peaceable Russian
Operations on the Malmo tunnel at
a German military train and cap diers refused
to
has
had
that
in
leave
Brainerd camp in Boulder county have
a
material
increase
.
tured ten villages, according to dis for the front recently, according to in the number of live stock raised during citizens of Moscow, Petrograd and been
resumed.
other cities are suffering from an
patches from Petrograd.. .
formation obtained from the frontier. the past two years. openly avowed campaign of marked
New machinery has- been installed in
The escort is reported to have fired on ' The Methodist state conference in terrorism and are subject to whole
the Ten Broeck mine in the La PlataB,
French and Greeks continue hard aft tbe mutineers, killing eight and wound- session t
j
,'' Thousands
bf per- near Durango.
telegram
Santa
sent
a
executions.
Fé
sale
enemy
driving
Bulgarians,
er
the
the
.
ing many. The remainder were driven
prosesons have been shot without even a
The Twentyralle Oil Company has
before them and taking large numbers aboard trains, but are said to have to President Wilson urging the
prisons purchased machinery and will soon
cution of the war "to the point of un- form of trial;
of prisoners.
thrown their rifles out of the windows. conditional surrender of tbe Germans."
re filled beyond capacity and every commence drilling.
In northern Russia, Karelian troops
The war aims committee of the in:
The Pershing birthday cake auc- night scores of Russian citizens are
severely defeated forces led by Ger
Five tons of concentrates were shipirresponman officers at Ukhtlnskaya, says an terallled labor conference in London tioned at the state fair at Douglas for recklessly put to death, and
ped
from the Lamartine mine in the
made a report recommending: that the -- the benefit of the Red Cross, brought sible bands are venting their brutal
Springs district.
official statement issued by the Lou
conference "subscribe to the fourteen $640, which with $60 donated as comp-- ; passions in the daily massacre of un- Idaho
don war office.
'
It is reported that Joseph Wolf of
points formulated by President Wil- Umentary bids, brought the total to told Innocents. .
Little further fighting developed on son, thus
adopting
policy of clear- an even (600 tor the Red Cross fund.
"In view of the earnest desire of Creede has sold three sulphur claims
the front held by the Americans north ness and moderation a as opposed
to a . A large number of designs are being the people of the United States to be- on Trout creek to Eastern capitalists.
of St. Mlhlel on Friday, but Ameri
James McNally is driving an Incline
dictated exclusively by changes received by the Albuquerque Chamber friend the Russian people and lend all
guns were heavily shell- policy
can long-rang- e
on the war map." '
tunnel for the extension of the Penn
of Commerce for the proposed trade possible assistance In their struggle
ing the big German fortress of Metz. . .
prinupon
sylvania vein on the Susquehanna
The North German Oazette,' the mark for New Mexico pinto beans, ac- to reconstruct their nation
In the region northeast of Soissons
ciples of democracy and
mine east of Gordon gulch.
semi-officiorgan,
German
reports
cording
to
an
at
announcement
made
the Germans are still using machine
and acting therefore solely In
in the offices of the Albuquerque ChamCresson Consolidated Gold Mining
Cuna In large numbers to bold back that there is serious agitation
the interest of the Russian people and Milling Company declared its reg4rtss)
;
Vninih wVnen ftiWKa An n tutea siri. Jaasy and the unoccupied parts of Ru- ber of Commerce.
government
feels
this
themselves,
that
mania,
queen
which
in
la the
the
menta on the Cbemin des Dames posi
Justice C. J. Roberts of tbe state Su- it cannot be silent or refrain from ex- ular monthly dividend of 10 cents a
share, payable Oct. 10 to stock of rections, but the French continue to prime mqyer, to renew the associa- preme Court la exhibiting a mammoth pressing
its horror at this state of ord Sept. SO.
of
tion
Rumania
the
with
entente.
seventeen-ounc- e
h
make gains.
potato
which terrorism,
,
Furthermore it believes
it is asserted, Is he and Governor Lindsey excavated
Although there has been somewhat King Ferdinand,
It Is estimated by the financial exthat in order to check the further inholding aloof, but under certain ctr- of a let up in the intensity of the
potato patch crease of the Indiscriminate slaugh- perts in London, New York and else
""'7
7
. from the Roberts-Llndse- y
.
yield
cunistances
.
might
.
pres.
to
I
the
n
n
I.
,n
j,
kl
on
fion ter of Russian citizens all civilized
tlilUU( 11UU1 uio region Ul OK. UBU'
where that the gold output of the
tin to Cambra! In the French theater,
a few miles from Monument Rock. The nations should register their abhor- world in the present year will show a
both the British and French armies SPORT
farmers report a good sized crop of rence of such barbarism.
decline measured by gold of 35 per
have been .able materially to better
The battleplane to be flown by good sized apuds,
"You will inquire, therefore, wheth- cent compared with 1917, or close to
their positions In front of both Cam- United States army aviators from El-- f
Word has been received at the office er the government to which you are $55,000,000 for the calendar year, If
-bra! and St. Quentin.
lington field, Texas, to Denver to add of the state 'land commissioner that accredited will be disposed to take this estimate be accepted as correct,
4
The Bulgarians are In flight in Mac thrills to Colorado's fourth Liberty the federal government has ruled that some Immediate action which Is en the Cripple Creek district exclusively
is scheduled .to two tracts of land in Grant county, tirely devoid from tbe atmosphere of gold shows thus far better than the
edonia and are burning stores and vil Loan subscription
lages, according to a Serbian official reach Denver Oct 5.
hitherto included in the school sec- belligerency and the conduct of the average fixed for the world at large.
They
have been defeated
statement.
Augle Kieckhefer retained bis title tions of the state, have been with- war, to impress upon the perpetrators In 1917 the bullion value of Cripple
three-cushiocompletely, and the Serbian troops are
the world's
billiard drawn as mineral bearing. Tbe gov- Of these crimes the aversion with Creek's ores and dump material, as
pursuing them day and night. The champion by defeating Charles Otis ernment says that they were so known which civilization regards their prestested by mint purchases, was
Serbian and French troops have taken of New York at Chicago in the third at the time the act was passed. Both ent wanton actB." For eight months of 1918 the
the towns of Topolets, Potshlsnta, block of their match by a score of 60 .tracts are malí. The metals are said
bullion output allowing 10 per cent
'
BeshlBhta, Melynltsa, Vitollshta and to 48 in sixty-fou- r
innings. The score to be silver and copper.
deduction from the assay value for
Raeimbey. They have also taken the for the three nights' play was Kieck reads
H. H Case found dead ,n tne CaM NAZARETH CITY TAKEN moisture and other losses
heights of Kuchkov Kamem.
Two-thirdhefer 150, Otis 123.
of the 1917 output
Ln.rtm.nt. i son. i-hvh en
Added to their already
heavy
reads $7,601,978, or $937,568 in excess
"Farmer" Burns, aged 67 years, last, with hia brains blown out, was
"
lnftBAB In amnnd man Irtllayt niAnniloJ
trainer of Frank Gotch. and a former Bhot rom behind by Mrs. Case as he Allenby's Forcea In Palestine Advance of the present year.
8ixty Miles In Four Days Capor made prisoners, and stores cap champion of the world, at Cedar Rap- - lay prone on the bed and "never knew
'
ture 18,000 Turks.
.
tured In Belgium, France, Italy and ids, la., defeated "Dad" Clark of West what hit him," according to the alle
Montana.
the Balkans, the Teutonic allies, judg "Branch, aged 55 years, for the cham gation of District Attorney J. H. Crist,
New York Financial Bulletin says
ing from first reports of the hostilities pionship of the world tor men over 65 who opened the trial of Mrs. Case on
London, Sept. 23. Nineteen Ger- of the Anaconda Copper Company:
begun against the Ottomans in Pales- years of age. Burns won the first fall the charge of murder in the District man airplanes have been accounted "Anaconda Is now engaged in widely
tine, are in for further extremely hard in 4:11 and the second In 3:02.
Court with an hour's statement to the for by British airmen, while the Britdiversified lines of business undertakiusage.
In less than a day General GENERAL
Jury of what, the state intended to ish themselves have lost but eleven ngs. It is the world's largeg producAllenbye British forcee, aided by
prove.
machines, according to Field Marshal er of copper and is also producing
Four Coloradoans were killed in the
French troops and natives under the troop
A. B. Smith,
alias Dashiey, has Halg's report.
gold, silver, zinc and manganese, opertrain wreck at Marshfield, Mo.
flag of the king of the Hedjas, struck
Gen. Allenby's forces In Palestine ating smelters and refineries and
been
granted
an additional reprieve
the Turkish line over a front of six- nuu mure man a score injureu.
days
swept
Lindsey.
have
by
than
In
Governor
four
was
less
The
first
manufacturing copper wire and rods.
Henry V. Borst of Amsterdam, N; Y.,
teen miles and penetrated it to a
granted to the 17th of September forward in the center sixty miles from It is also mining for Its own ubb and
depth of nineteen miles, taking more was elected at St. Louis grand sire of in order that the District Court might their original positions between the selling
a considerable tonnage of coal,
than 3,000 Turks prisoner and over- the sovereign grand lodge of the I. O. make an examination of his sanity. River Jordan and taken the famous and 1b cutting,
finishing and marketing
F. He succeeds Frank C. Goudy of
running the entire hostile defensive
It now developes that Judge Holler- Nazareth, while their wings closed In a large footage of lumber. Nothing is
- ayatem. . Railway and highway Junc- Denver.
movement
enveloping
so
man will be
and allowed to interfere with its mining
engaged for some days a swift
'War Mothers of America" is the
,(11 1,a IHIBM. in
tion points were captured and great
i n , Ur
nowA
nipped within the maw of the great program. It is preparing to develop a
quantities of war materials fell into name officially chosen by the first na-- the matter until after the trial of Mrs. plncer all the Ottoman forces In the big porphyry
copper
the hands of (he allied troops, and the tlonal convention of the organization Case, and the governor has extended coastal sector, the plain of Sharon, America and is buyingdeposit in South
mines wherever
- pressure against the enemy
was go- at Evansvllle, Ind., after a spirited Smith's term of life to the 27th of this the bill region In the center and also
favorable
opportunities
present themcontest.
ing on unabated.
the western Jordan valley. More than selves.
month.
Cardinal
M.
Farley
John
died
at
his
itrffomTimf
City Assessor Howard H. Betts 18,000 Turks have been made prisoner
presented the tax rolls of Silver City by the British and guns in excess of
After shooting and killing his pet home at Mamaroneck, N. Y.
New Mexico.
Safe
Holland
In
New
from
arrival
to the council at the regular meeting 120 have been taken. In addition,
dog, James R. Mann, Jr., son of the
Indications point to resumption of
York of the Nieuw Amsterdam, with a showing an assessed valuation of
great quantities of war stores have operations
Illinois congressman and Republican
on tbe Confidence properof foodstuffs was announced by
.
.
..
leader in the House, shot himself te cargo Holland-Americabeen captured.
ty at Mogollón, formerly a heavy prothe
line.
The
Felix Jones, convicted at El Paso,
death at Chicago,
troops
progressing
satisare
Allied
now
ducer
that
has considerable ore In
6.
steamer left New York Sept.
Tex., of the murder of Thomas Lyons,
The outbreak of Spanish Influenza wealthy New Mexican cattleman, and factorily In breaking down the de- reserve. The Oaks company is protroop
wreck of the
and freight train at five additional
fenses of St. Quentin. On the north ducing from the Pacific-min- e.
army . training
years In the
' 6
tbe St. Louis A San Francisco camps was announced by Surgeon Gen-- j sentenced to twenty-fiv- e
British are fighting in the Hinden-bur- g
At Mogollón the Socorro Mining and
prigoni w
released Sept. 19 on 10,- railroad near Marshfield, Mo., ten of eral Gorgas, making a total of
positions and pressing toward the
nine
Milling Company has reached the 400-fo000 ball, awaiting action on his case
them being Colorado men.- camps in which the disease has been wblch la now pending in tbe Court of canal between St. Quentin and Camlevel on No. 1 shaft in the John- Among the 182,000
bra!, while on the south the French son, mine.
men called to en- discovered.
This will be sunk an
Criminal Appeals at Austin. Jones was are. moving forward
steadily.
St
Oct.
Arizona
will send 216,
train
Archbishop John Ireland of tbe St at once rearrested and taken to Dal
feet, where a 4,000-focross
opa
Quentin,
week's
of
as
last
result
808,
Colorado
to Camp Kearny, Paul diocese of tbe Roman Catholic las, where he is under indictment In
and
cut will be run to connect with the
Cal.; New Mexico, 335 to Camp Cody, church, who has been 111 for a long connection with alleged tralnwrecklng erations, Is in a more serious position main shaft of the Fannie mine.
from the enemy viewpoint than probDeming, N. Mand Wyoming 606 to time is gradually becoming weaker, it and the killing of a young woman.
The old Ivanhoe mine, which
ably at any time since tbe beginning
was announced at his home in St
Camp Lewis, Wash.
story
of
R.
Maud
Case'a
Mrs.
the
of
the war.
the estates of the Chino ExtenFriday.
Paul,
Capt. Belvedere
Brooks, whose
Ray
of Metz, where the French sion and the Chino Copper companies,
Southwest
Effective Sept. 18. an embargo was life she led with her late husband,
name was contained In the casualty
against all shipments of grain Harlan Case, from 1914, when they and Americans recently cleared the St. is being operated by W. H. Janney of
list of Sept 20, was a former Denver placed
sepMiblel salient, the Germans have Hurley and George E. Coxe of Hanconsigned or reconsigned to Duluth, were married, to 1918, when death
boy and the eon of Belvedere Brooks,
Minneapolis,
over are shipping to smelter a carload
Paul, Milwaukee, St. arated them, might have been entitled: started further fires. Gormany,"
former general manager of the West- Louis, Peoria, St.
My
In
Years
but
Fqur
Kansas City, St. Joseph, "Not
The allied stroke in central Mace- of
ore per week, and
ern Union Telegraph Company.
was a life of
"My
Hell."
It
Id
Years
Four
Umaba and Council Bluffs. .
donia, which opened with the expul- have been doing so for several months.
- ala war v
hit. fa lit w tnrrrtr hiim fila t inn
WASHINGTON
Bulgarians
of
from
sion
the
im
the
Philadelphia was selected for th
frjn.nt
It
is said that the Ivanhoe has recently
l,h
nenerttrte nf a portant Sokol position, is developing
Interest paid tbe American govern- meeting place next year at the closing
Being
deathi according to the story successfully on a wide front. Addition- developed large ore deposits.
ment by the allied countries on war session of the Supreme Council of the v)otent
on
the Santa Rita branch of the rail,h( tnH h.tn
Hollo.
nintrict Jnd
loans now amounts to about 110,000,- - Scottish Rite for the northern Ma-n,
same. F ritv al Bulgarian prisoners have been road the cost of hauling and freight Is
000 monthly and within a year la ex- sonic Jurisdiction at
Boston rr.vei- ,nd
room taken by the Serbs, who also have lib- remtrkably low. Years ago a smelter
merii and
pected to reach 140,000,000 a month.
was erected.
erated ten more towns.
Another convincing link In the
The $8,000,000,000 war revenue bill.
The bean harvest in tbe Levy sec- proof that Germany was preparing to the largest tax measure in the history
Wyoming.
Grand Junction Swept by Fire.
a tart a war of world conquest at least of the world, was passed' by the House
The Illinois Pipe Line Company at
Grand . Junction, Colo. Fire, be
aix weeks before the excuse for It was of Representatives without a dissent- planted early is turning out well, the lieved to be of incendiary origin,
with Rock River has made surveys for a
average yield exceeding 300 pounds to
offered by the assassination of the ing vote.
.
fifteen-mil- e
pipe line and a ..tank
acre, some fields going as high suspicions directed toward pro-Ge- r
Austrian heir apparent at Sarajev j
'
- ,
More than 120 deaths from lnfluen-- the
sympathizers,
destroyed
man
Rio farm.
the
comgrowers
are
pounds
Tbe
600
as
concludes the amazing series of dis- za and pneumonia, fifty-fiv- e
of them.
The first commercial shipment of
Grande ice house and freight depot
closures which tbe American govern- In Boston, were reported in New Eng- bining in harvesting in the use of and threatened to wipe out the entire oil from the Warm Springs field at
machinery.. .
.
ment has given to tbe public through land during tbe twenty-fou- r
hours end- i
section of the city Sunday aft Thermopolis was sent to a refinery in
bunch of 60 convicts are business
secret documents brought out of Rus- Ing Sept 20.
I.. Another
placed
at work on the ernoon. The property loss is estimated Minneapolis.
to be
sia.
Three bombs made of old tin cana, Mogollón-Magdalen- a
Abandonment of the 3,855-foo- t
test
road. These men at between $250,000 and $300,000, while
You may have only one spoonful of cleverly concealed, were discovered
no estimate is yet obtainable on the hole in the Midway district north of
sugar In an eating place. .That is tbe on the main line of the Southern Pa i will start work near Mogollón and loaa In merchandise. Most of the loss
the Teapot dome between Casper and
sawmill, meeting the
order of the federal food
cific railroad near Benson, Ariz., fifty work toward the
ill be sustained by the railroad com Salt Creek has been announced by tbe
main grading gang which is now at
miles west of Bisbee.
pany.
Texas Company.
I work on Willow mountain.
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Mrs. Courtney Tell How She
Was Cured by Lydia .
Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.

;

DEMANDS

'." THAT END BE PUT TO REIGN
OF

III MISERY
FOR YEARS

WESTERN

'

Oskalocea, Iowa." For yean I was-limplIn misery from a weakness and
awxui painsa n oj
nothing seemed to
do ma any good. A
friend advised me
to take Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
did so and got relief right away. X
can certainly recommend this valuable medicine to
other women who-oiler-

I

for it has
done inch aroorl
work for me and I know It will help
others if they will give It a fair trial'
Mrs. LizziD Courtney. 108 8th Ave.,
West, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
0
Why will women drag along from day
to day, year in and year out, suffering
such misery as did Mrs. Courtney, when
such letters as this arecontinnally being
published, w Every woman who infiera
from displacements, irregularities, in-

flammation, ulceration, backache, nervousness, orwho is passing through the
Change of Life should give this famous-roo- t
and herb remedy, Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, a trial. . For
rw,-!eilvlM write I.vHie K Pink-hemMedicine Co., Lynn, Mass. "The result
of its long experience la at your service
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Teeth!
More dliei.ee result from neglected, decayed
teeth than from all other causes combined.
Good teeth mean good health without good
health nothing else matters. Ad exhsustlvf
booklet on the care oí teeth entitled, "Health
and Kffloleocy In Preventive Dentistry" hat
been prepared by Dr. McMillan and It sboaldl
be in every home, It will save every family,
many times its eosi. Sent prepaid every-

where tor 60o. Write .
h. w. McMillan, b. d. 3.

roseville, ill.
Tobacco, Natural Leaf J
we;
10
ft lbe.i CU0;
Ibe., BM0, postpaid. Stau
I lb.,
the kind wanted mild or strong: ebewtng or smoking. l'HS &AilKJLl'H TOHAOOO ÜO., i'AUVCAU, Kr.

B. Coleman,
DATCtlTC
Patent Lewjer.Wwhlngton;
I" EM I O TVatson
D. O. AdTleeand books Ire.
aaee reasonable. EUgbestreferenoes.
aestaerrleea.

ral
"

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
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One Sure Thing.
"Who Is back of this show?"
"I don't know who as back of It, but
know the sheriff is in front."

Í

ASTHMA
I

INSTANTLY

RELIEVED WITH

OB HOMY REFUNDED

ASK ANY DftUMlII

t ilers have been patented, by an Illinois inventor to split Insulation and remove it from wires neatly.

Lemon Juice
For Freckles
Make beauty lotion at
Qlrlal
. noma for a few canta, Try Itl
Squeeze the juice of two lemons into- bottle containing three ounces --of
irehard white, shake well, and you
ave a "quarter pint of the best freckle,.
lunburn and tan lotion, and complex- on wbltener, at very, very small cost.
Tour grocer baa the lemons and
ny drug store or toilet counter will
lupply three ounces of orchard white
.or a few cents. Massage this sweetly
ragrant lotion ' Into the face, neck,.
inns and hands and see how freckles,.
ninburn and tan disappear and bow
lear, soft and white the skin becomes..
íes I It Is harmless. Adv.
1

Australia's manufacture of
has received enormous
the war.

motorcar-bodie- s

impetns-fro-

Tea tmilfo for a nickel. Always buy Red'
Cross Bag Blue; have beantiful, cleat
white clothes. Adv.
' itriKRBchusetts has 300,000 voters
to read or write Knullxh.
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GriDolafed Eyelids..
'lamed

ye
by expo- wretoSaa.DastandWisd-gpwrgVVequickly relieved by Marin

EyeBeawdy. No Smarting,
25 jurt
Eye Comfort.

At

Your Druggists er by mail 60c per Bottle.
For Baek el let Cyl free write
.
Murlao Eye Remedy Cen Chicago..
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North of Fiffyr
BY

HAZEL ATONES FOR HER THOUGHTLESSNESS BY

WAK-

-

ING A LUCKY "STRIKE."

ss
Hazel Weir, a stenographer, living at Granville,
Is placed under a cloud by circumstances for which she 18
entirely blameless. To escape from the groundless gossip that pursues
ber, she secures a position as schoolteacher at Cariboo Meadows, in a
wild part of British Columbia. There, at a boarding house, abe first
n
sees "Roaring Bill" Wagstaff, a
character of the country.
Soon after ber arrival Hazel loses her way while walking tn the woods.
She wanders until night when she reaches "Roaring BID'S" camp fire
In the woods. He promises to take her home In the morning, but she
Is compelled to spend the night in the woods. After wandering In the
woods all the next day, "Roaring BUI" finally admits that he Is taking
Hazel to his cabin, In the mountains. Hazel finds upon their arrival at
the- - cabin that she cannot hope to escape from the wilderness before
spring. During the long winter "Roaring Bill" treats Hazel with the
greatest respect. He tells her he loves her and tries to Induce her to
marry him, but she refuses. In the spring be takes her to Bella Coola,
where she can get'a boat to Vancouver. At Vancouver Hazel takes a
train for Granville, but on the way 6he realizes that she loves Wagstaff
and decided to return to him. "Roaring Bill" Is overjoyed and together they travel to a Hudson bay post and are married. After
several months they decide to go farther Into the mountains to a spot
where Bill is confident there is gold. Arrived at their destination, Bill
builds a cabin and. cuts snfllclent hny to feed the horses till spring.
Hazel allows sparks from the chimney to set fire to the stable, which is
burned with all the hay. To keep the animals from death by starvation, Bill Is compelled to shoot them.
,8ynoptis-MI-

Ontario,

'
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Jack Frost Withdraw.
through the month of January
as dusk folded Its someenlng,
each
about the meadow, the
ier mantle
wolves gathered to feast on the dead
Jioraes,
till Hazel's nerves were
strained to the snapping point Some-

when Bill was gone, and all
the cabin was utterly still, one,
or hungrier than his fellows,
trot across the meadow, drawn
ty the scent of the meat Two or
three of these Hazel shot with her
own rifle.
But when February marked another
span on the calendar the wolves came
no more. The bones were clean.
There was no Impending misfortune
or danger that she could point to or
forecast with certitude. Nevertheless,
struggle against It as she might, knowing It for pure psychological phenomena arising out of her harsh environment. Hazel suffered continual vague
forebodings.
The bald, white peaks
seemed to surround her like a prison
"from which there could be no release.
From day to day she was harassed by
dismal thoughts,
fine would wake in
the night clutching at her husband.
Such days ns he went out alone she
jrassed In restless nnxlety. Something
would happen. What It would be she
did not know, but to her It seemed
that the bleak stage was set for untoward drama, and they two the puppets that must play.
When Bill drew her up close tn his
.amis, the Intangible menace of the
wilderness and all the dreary monotony of the days faded Into the background. But they, no more than others who have tried and failed for lack
of understanding, could not live their
lives with their heads In an emotional
cloud. For every action there must
l)e a corresponding
They
reaction.
who have the cnpuclty to reach the
jijiiLH must tiKewtse, upun uuc&aiuu,
plumb the depths. Life, she began to
'realize, resolved itself into an unending succession of little, trivial things,
with hur-- nnH thprA flnmA fnMlt event
looming out above all the rest for its
bestowal of happiness or pain.
February and March stormed a path
furiously across the calendar. Higher
end higher the drifts piled about the
cabin, till tit length it was banked to
the eaves with snow save where Bill
novel ed It away to let light to the
Day after day they kept
windows.
indoors, stoking op the fire, listening
to the triumphant whoop of the winds.
"Snow, snowl" Hazel burst out one
day. "Frost that cuts yoo like a
knife. I wish we were home again or
some place."
"So do I, little person," Bill said
gently. "But spring's almost at the
door. Hang on a little longer. We've
made a fair stake, anyway, if we don't
wash an ounce of gold."
"How are we going to get it all out?"
She voiced a troublesome thought
"Shoulder pack to the Skeena," he
answered laconically. "Build a dugout
there, and float downstream. Portage
the rapids as they come."
"Oh, Bill!"' She came and leaned
her head against him contritely. "Our
poor ponies ! And It was all my carelessness."
"Never mind, hon," he comforted.
They blinked out without suffering.
ABd we'll make it like a charm.
Be
game It'll soon be spring."
By April the twentieth the abdication of Jack Frost was complete. A
kindlier despot ruled the land, and Bill
Wugatuff began to talk of gold.
times,
about
bolder
would

blurred hollow In the distance' But
be uttered no useless regrets. With
horses they could have ridden south
through a rolling country, where every
stretch of timber gave on a grass- grown level. Instead they were forced
back over the rugged route by which
they bad crossed the range the summer before. Grub, bedding, furs and
gold totaled two hundred pounds. On
his sturdy shoulders BUI could pack
half that weight For his wife the
thing was a physical impossibility,
even had he permitted her to try.
Hence every mile advanced meant that
be doubled the distance, relaying from
one camp to the next. They cut their
with
bedding to a blanket apiece, and that
activities
stop
to
her
a
putting
shovel and nail. Until the wound was Hazel's load all he would allow
lost its soreness she was forced to be her to carry.-"You'rno pack mule, little person,
Idle. So sBb rambled along the creek
one afternoon, armed with hook and he would say. "It don't hurt me. I've
line on a pUant willow in search of done this for years."
But even with abnormal strength
snort
The trout were hungry, and struck and endurance, It was killing work to
buck
soon
had
those ragged slopes with a heavy
fiercely at the bait She
plenty for upper and breakfast load. Only by terrible, unremitting ef
Wherefore she abandoned that diver- fort could he advance any. appreciable
They were footsore, and
sion and took to prying tentatively distance.
In the lee of certain boulder on their bodies ached with weariness that
verged
pain
on
when they gained the
on
her
edge of the creekprospecting
own initiative, as It were. She had no pass that cut the summit of the Klap
pan, and only one hand to work with, pan range.
"Well, we're over the hump," BUI rebnt she knew gold when she saw it
and, after all, it was but an Idle marked thankfully. "It's a downhill
method of killing time.
In this search she came .upon a
large, rusty pebble, snuggled on the
downstream side of an overhanging
rock rleht at the water's edge. It at
tracted her first by Its symmetrical
form, a perfect oval; then, when she
lifted it, by it astonishing wetgnt.
d
She continued her search for the
stones, carrying the rusty
worked
pebble along. Presently she
ber way back to where Roaring Bill
labored prodigiously.
"Look at these pretty stones i
found." she ald. "What are they.

BERTOAND W. SINCLAIR
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size to the big

varying from
ness of a grain of wheat
"That's the stuff," Bill murmured
"It looks as If we'd struck It pretty
fair. It's time, too the June rise will
hit us like a whirlwind one of these
days."
"About what is the value of those
little pieces?" Hazel asked.
"Oh. fifty or sixty cents," he an
swered. "Not much by itself. But it
seems to be uniform over the bar
and I can wash a good many pans in
a dav's work."
1 should think so," she remarked.
"It didn't take yon ten minutes to do
that one.
"White y Lewis and I took out over
two hundred dollars a day on that
other creek last Bprlng no, a year last
spring, it was," he observed remlnls-centl"This Isn't as good, but it's not
to be sneezed at, either. I think I'll
make me a rocker."
"I can belp, can't II" she said
pln-pol-

the wilderness had not only lost It
glamor, but bad become a thing to
flee from. She bestowed a glad pressure on her husband's arm as they
walked up the street BUI carrying the

sack of gold perched carelessly on one
shoulder.
Sav. chelr enterprise has gone the
length of establishing a branch bank
here, I see."
He called her attention to a square- walls
footed edifice, its
as yet guiltless of paint, except where
a row of black letters set forth that
It was the Bank of British Norm
America.
"That's a good place to stow this
I want to get
bullion," he remarked.
It off my hands."
So to the bank they bent their steps.
Englishman
A solemn, horse-face- d
weighed the gold, and Issued Bill a reregret that
polite
ceipt, expressing a
lack of facility to determine its fineness prevented him from converting It
"
Into cash.
,
That means a trip to Vancouver,can
we
"Well,
Bill remarked outside.

Bllir

"Those T He looked at her out
stretched calm. "Garnets."
"Garnets? They must be valúame
then." she observed.
"Tes, If yon can find any of any
size. Whafs the other rock?" he inquired casually. "Yon making a collection of specimens?"
That s lust a funny stone I found,"
she returned. "It must be Iron or
something. It's terribly heavy for Its

ie."

"Eh? Let me see it," he said.
She handed It over.
He weighed it in his palm, scrutinized it closely, turning it over nnd
over. Then be took out hi knife and
scratched the rusty surfac vigorously
for a few minute.
"Huh r he grunted. "Look at your
funny stone."
He held It out. for her inspection.
The blade of the knife had left a dull

u
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"Oh BUI," Hazel Called from the Bow.

"Look!"

shoot to the Skeena. I don't think it's
more than fifty or sixty miles to where
we can take to the water."
They-madbetter time on the west
ern slope, but the Journey became a
matter of sheer endurance. Food was
scanty Sour and salt and tea; with
meat and fish got by the way. And
the .black files and mosquitoes
"Why It's swarmed about them maddeningly day

yellow car.
"Oh I" she gasped.
gold l"
. and night
"It is, woman," he declaimed, with
So they came at last to the Skeena,
glittering and Hazel's heart misgave her when
"Gold
"Sure," he ami"." i. Ton help a lot. mock solemnity.
little person. Just sitting around and goldl
she took note of Its swirling reaches,
"Say, where did yon find this?" he
keening me company."
the sinuous eddies a deep, swift,
"But I want to work," she declared. asked when Hazel stared at the nug- treacherous stream. But BUI rested
'Tve sat around now till I'm getting get dumb In the face of this unex- overnight and in the morning sought
pected stroke of fortune.
the fldcets."
and felled a sizable cedar, and began
"All right; TO give yon a Job," he
"Just around the second bend," she to hew. Slowly the thick trunk
"Meantime,
returned
"Oh, Bill, do yon suppose shaped Itself to
cried.
the form of a boat
let's eat that lunch yon packed np there' any more there?"
the steady swing of his ax.
'
here."
"Lead me to It with my trusty pan under a week
In
It was finished. They
In a branch of the creek which and shovel, and we'll see," Bill smiled.
the sack of gold, the bundle of
flowed down through the basin, BUI
Forthwith they set out The over- loaded
had found plentiful colors as soon as hanging boulder was a scant ten min- furs, their meager camp outfit amid
ships, and swung off Into the stream,
of water had fallen. utes' walk up the creek.
the first big run-of- f
The Skeena drops fifteen hundred
He had followed upstream painstak
fingers
Within five minutes
his
ingly, panning colors always, and now brought to light a second lump, double feet in a hundred miles. Wherefore
and then a few grain of coarse gold the size of her find. Close upon that there are rapids, boiling stretches of
to encourage htm In the quest The he winnowed a third. Hazel leaned white water in which many a good
canoe has come to grief. Some of
loss of their horses precluded ranging over him, breathless.
At last he
fnr afield to that other glacial stream reached bottom. The boulder thrust these they ran at Imminent peril. Over
which he bod worked with Whltey out below In a natural shelf. From the worst they lined the canoe from
Lewis when be was a free lance In the this BUI carefully scraped
bank. And in the second week
the accumu- the
up at the head
North. He was close to his base of lation of black
glean of July they brought
gravel,
sand
and
wages
supplies, and he had made
few
ing a a
of his labor a baker's of Klsplox Canon. Hazelton laya
stayed
with always the prospector's lure of dozen of result
one giant miles below. But thecutKlsplox
assorted chunks
a rich strike on the next bar.
through
old
box
sluice
them,
a
must have weighed three pounds.
"In the morning," said he, when that
stone. In which the waters raged with
on
sat
bis
He
back
and
haunches,
lunch was over, "I'll bring along the ax
a deafening roar. No man ventured
at his wife, speechless.
and some nails and a shovel, and get looked
"Is that truly all gold, BUI?" she Into that wild gorge. They abandoned
busy."
the dugout. Bill slung the sack of
whispered Incredulously.
That night they trudged down to the '
bale of furs on his back,
"It certainly Is as good gold a ever cold andthethelast
cabin In high spirits. Bill bad washed
lap, Hazel." said he,
"It's
went
Into
mint,"
"All
the
he
assured.
out enough during the afternoon to
It for the first
laid In a nice little nest on this shelf "We'll leave the rest ofalong."
of rock. That's a real, honest pocket Slwash that happens
. So
they set out bravely to trudge
one, if yon ask me."
And a well-line- d
"My goodness I" she murmured, the remaining distance. And as the
There might be wagonloads of it In fortunes of the trail sometimes be
fall, they raised an Indian camp on
this creek."
"There might but It Isn't likely." the bank of the river at the mouth of
bill made
BUI shook hi head. "This Is a simon-purthe canon. A
pocket and it would keep a grad them possessors of another canoe, and
or
mzeiton
uate mineralogist guessing to say how an hour later the roofs
it got here, because it's a different croDDed ud above the bank.
proposition from the wash gold in the
"Oh,- - BUI," Hazel called from the
creek bed. It s rich placer - ground, bow. "Look I There's the same old
at that but this pocket's almost un steamer tied to the same old bank,
believable. Must be forty pounds of We've been gone a year, and yet the
gold there. And yon found
You're world hasn't changed a mite. I won
the original mascot little person."
der if Hazelton has taken a Rip van
He bestowed a bearlike hug upon Winkle sleep all this timer
ner.
"No fear," he smiled. "I can see
"Now what?" she asked. "It hardly
nma new houses aulte a few. In fact
seem real to pick up several thou- And look by Jlminy I They're work
sand dollar in half an hour or so Uke ing on the grade. That railroad, re
this. What will we do?"
member?'
"Do? Why, bless your dear soul,"
Ha drove the canoe alongside a float,
laughed.
he
"We'll Just consider our A few loungers viewed them witn
selves extra lucky, and keep right on frank curiosity. BUI net out the treaswith the game till the high water ure sack and the bale of furs, and tied
Lay Half a make n quit"
the canoe.
la the Bottom of Hi
by Jove!" he reDozen Bright 8peck.
t Which wa a contingency nearer at "A new hotel,
hand than even BUI, with a first-han- d
marked, when upon gaining the level
building
make a respectable showing on Hazel's knowledge of the North's vagaries in of the town a new two-stor- y
And Hazel the way of flood, quite anticipated.
outspread handkerchief.
blazoned with a huge sign its funcwas tn a gleeful mood over the fact
Three day after the finding of the tion as a hostelry. "Getting quite
that she had unearthed a big nugget pocket the whole floor of the creek metropolitan in this neck of the woods.
BUI said wa awash.
by herself. Beginner's-luck- ,
HI rocker went down- Say, little person, do you think you
teaslngly, but that did not diminish stream overnight
When Bill saw can. relish a square meal? Planked
her elation.
that he rolled, himself a cigarette, and, steak and lobster alad huh? I wonAs the days passed there seemed no putting one long arm across hi wife's der if they could rustle a salad in this
that precious ysllow metal souht question oi their complete neceas. shoulder, said whimsically:
man' town? Say, do yon know Tm
by man
Bill fabricated hi rocker, a primitiva,
tn regions desolats.
"What d'yon ay wa start homer
Just beginning to find out bow hungry
Pursued - ta patient hope or furious boxlike device with a blarxet aereen
Aren't yon,
I am for the flesh-pottoll!- CHAPTER
Breeder at llscord, wars, and murder- and transverse slat below. It was
XIII.
hoar'
ous bata;
pen,
even
faster than the
rode as it
She was; frankly so. For long,
The victor's spoil.
was, and it caught all but the Oner
The Stress of the Trail.
she had been
monotonous month
' So Hazel quoted, leaning over her particle of gold.
Roaring Bill dumped hi second pack struggling against Just such cravings,
A queer twist of lack pnt the cap-she- on the summit of the Klappan, and impossible of realization, and- therehusband's shoulder. In the bottom of
his pun, shining among a film of black
on their undertaking.
Hazel ran looked away to where the valley that fore all the more tantalizing. 8he had
and lay turtf a dozen bright specks. a splinter of wood Into her hand, thus opened out of the basin showed It been a year in the wilderness, and
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stand that."
From the bank they went to the
hotel, registered, and were shown to
a room. For the first time since the
summit of the Klappan Range, where
her tiny hand glass had suffered disaster. Hazel was permitted a clear
view of herself In a mirror.
"I'm a perfect fright I" she mourned.
"Huh I" B1U grunted.
Look at me."

"You're

Why Dread Old Age?
It doesn't matter bow old yon are, if
you keep well and actire. Lota of folks
are younger at 70 than others are at 60.
Lame, bent backs; stiff, achy, rheumatic joints; bad eyesight and deafness
are too oiten aue to negtectea money
trouble and not to advancing years.
Don't let weak kidneys age yoii. Use
Doan's
made

They hare
for thou

Casé
A Colorado
Brum'

ft

Twelfth Bt.,
Greeley. Colo., says:
"I had a steady, miserable ache in my
back and dragged
along; day after day
feeling too tired and
discouraged to do my
housework. I had
apella
of dizziness
and felt weak and
confused for hours.
My
kidneys were
weak and caused mea trreat deal of dlstrenfl. Mv hands and
feet swelled and my whole body became bloated.
Doan's Kidney Pills
were recommended and I tried them
and soon the swelling had- all gons
weu
as
as ever.
ana i ieit
Get Doan's at Any State, 60e a Bos
CO BUFFALO, H.Y.

ICARTEIttf
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The trail bad dealt uaraiy witn ooin,
In the matter of their personal appearance. Tanned to an abiding brown.
e
they were, and Hazels
smooth face was spotted with fly bites
and marked with certain scratches
suffered in the brush as they skirted
the Klsplox. Her hair had lost it

Piltt.

lira.114 Paste

ley.

aU

right

Kidney

life more comfortable

sands of elderly folks.

X rJ Iiver
'

BUTTLE

one-tim-

sleek, glossy smoothness of arrangement. Her hands were reddened and
rough. But chiefly she was concerned
with the sad state of her apparel. She
had come a matter of four hundred
miles in the clothes on her back and
tbey bore unequivocal evidence of the
Journey.
I'm a perfect fright" she repeatea
"One's manners, morals,
pettishly.
clothing, and complexion an suuer
from too close contact with your beloved North, Bill,"
. JT
Thanks !" he returned shortly. "I
suppose I'm a perfect fright, too. Long
hair, whiskers, grimy, calloused hands,
and all the rest of it A shave and a
hair cut, a bath and a new suit of
clothes, will remedy that But I'U be
the same personality In every essential
quality that I was when I sweated
over the Klappan with a hundred
pounds on my back."
"I hope so," she retorted. "I don't
require the shave, thank goodness, but
I certainly need a bath and clothes.
I wish I had the gray suit that's prob- ably getting all moldy and moth-eate- n
at the Pine River cabin. I wonder if
I can get anything fit to wear beret"
"Women Uve here," Bill returned
quietly, "and I suppose the stores supply 'em with duds. Dnllmber that
bank roll oí yours, and do some shopping."
She sat on the edge of the bed, regarding her reflection In the mirror
with extreme disfavor. Bill fingered
his thick stubble of a beard for a
thoughtful minute. Then he sat down
beside her.
"What's a mollah, hon?" he wheed
led. "What makes you such a crosser
patch all at once?"
"Oh, I don't know," she answered
dolefully. "I'm tired and hungry, and
I look a fright and oh. Just everything."
"Tut, tut!" he remonstrated
"That's Just mood again.
We're out of the woods, literally and
figuratively. If you're hungry, let's go
and see what we can make this hotel
produce In the way of grub, before
we do anything else."
"I wouldn't go Into their dining-roolooking like this for the world,"
she said derisively.
t
"All right; yon go shopping, then,"
he proposed, "while I take these fur
up to old Hack's place and turn them
Into money. Then we'll dress, and
make this hotel' feed us the best
they've got. Cheer up. Maybe It was
tough on you to slice a year out of
your life and leave It In a country
where there's nothing but woods and
eternal silence but we've got around
twenty thousand dollars to show for
it. Hazel. And one can't get something for nothing. There's a price
mark on It somewhere, always. Be
my good little pal and see If you cant
make one of these stores dig up a
white waist and a black skirt, like yon
had on the first time I saw you."
He kissed her, and went quickly out.
And after a long time of sober staring
at her Image In the glass Hazel shook
herself lmoatlentlv.
I
"Tin a sifty, selfish. Incompetent lit
tle beast," she whispered. "Bill ought
to thump me. Instead pf being kind.
I can't do anything, and I don't know
much, and I'm a scarecrow for looks
right now. And I started ont to be a

real partner."

.

Bill suddenly realize
that
Hazel I tired of the wilderness
and h decides en a move that Is
to have a big effect en their

later
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come
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"Doctoring1' Heliotrope.
The delicate heliotrope la carca and
unprofitable to the perfumer. He detect m .It odor, however, the aroma
of rantla combined with the sharper
cent of bitter almond. Therefore, ha
adds to a tincture of Taclla, a small
quantity of the otto of bitter almond
and rose and orange flower essence,
and thus easily make extract of hallo

tropa,
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For Constipation
Carter's Little
Liver Pills
will set you right
over night. .
Purely Vegetable
Small Pill Small Dose. Small Priea

Carter s Iron Pifls
Will restore color to the face X)
those who lack Iron In the blood,
people do.
as most
pale-fac-

'Scuse

Me,

Mamma.

Ruth Is Just three years old.

Re-

cently she has been playing with the
neighborhood children, and has learned
to use words which until then had
The
been foreign to her vocabulary.
other day she was on her back porch.
The screen door came to with a bang,
tipping' over the chair In which were
her playthings. "Darn 1" she exploded,
Immediately her mother,
wrathfully.
who had heard the expression, came to
the porch. "What did you say, Kuth?"
she demanded.
Ruth looked up from the scattered
playthings and smiled her most alluring smile. '"Scuse me, mamma," she
returned.
New Gospel Hymn.
At a New Jersey camp meeting a
new song Is becoming popular as the
old gospel funes. It Is "Telephone to
Heaven." Many of the old hymn
writers never heard of such a thing
as a telephone, but a 1918 audience
sits In the grove and mnkes it ring
with the strains of 'Central's never
busy, always on the line ; you may hear
from heaven, almost any time." TJtlca
(N..Y.) Press.
No Regard for Nothin'.
Not content with smashing records
and, Huns, the American soldiers are
even going so far as to upset the laws
puttln' the push
of natural dynamics
In Yank.
A brush, comb, mirror and electrW
light are combined in a new toilet set
that enn be carried in a pocket.

always $oes with,
health.and health
making is thejjig

reason for

'

A delicious food,

rich in the vital
phosphates.
IMoWaste.You
eat and enjoy rt
to the last atom.
Health making,

nourishing.

economical.
Try it.

There's

Reason.
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eighty chains to a sandstone fur
Nogales, Arizona, who
Notice of Suit
was
The Equity sells Veedol Oil,
corner, marked "6M" on aide
spenaing nis lurlough among something new -- and good.
Jufacing line run, with mound of earth
Third
of
the
Court
In the District
Thence -- east on seventh
dicial District of the 'State of New alongside;
Mrs. Sue Ayei and son Claud
Mrs. Joe - Langham went to menas in town, returned on
forty chains fifty links to a sandof Hurley, N. M., are visiting Santa Fe the 19th to spend a few riday morning's train to report Notice for Bids for Erecting Lucy Mexico, County of Torrance. Town of mile
stone 28x16x4 inches, fourteen, inches
The Board of Trustees of the
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. N. S. days visiting her sister. Miss ior uuty.
in the ground for southeast
orner of
Public School Building.
Torreón Land Grant, Plaintiff,
Attorney W. P. Harris of
the grant, marked "S. E. Cor. Torr."
Brown.
Minnie Laws, and her brother,
vs.
Lucy
of
the
electors
Whereas,
on side facing grant, with a mound of
Vaughn
was
in
town
Defendant.
Wayne
Friday
al,
on
et
Laws.
Garcia
Mrs. H. B. Nelson is sewing
School District number 28, Torrance Nemesia
earth alongside; Thence north along
No. 885.
Mrs. Starkey got a nice long professional business, going from County, Lucy, New Mexico, on the 4th
for Mrs. C. H. Bennett this
east boundary on first mile eighty
in
to
ths
bonds
1918,
here
day
voted
Albuquerque
May,
of
COMPLAINT.
to
a
attend
chains to a sandstone for
Mrs. Bennett and son letter from her soldier son, Cecil.
week.
coramount of $1200.00 for the purpose of To:
ner, marked "1M" on side facing line
Yancy will leave soon for her He was in England on his way session of the district court.
erecting and equipping a public school
run,
mound
a
with
Salas,
of
alongside;
Garcia,
Juanita
earth
Nemesia
Considerable excitement pre- building to be located in the village of
Old Kentucky Home far Away
to France and anxious to get
Garcia, Fidel Garcia, Ross Garcia, Thence north on second mile eighty
vailed around the depot Wednes- Lucy, New Mexico, and
Garcia, chains to a sandstone for twotmiie
Antonio
Mrs. M. M. Newgent and chil there.
Griselda Garcia,
Education
of
Board
the
Whereas,
day
evening
after the arrival of for said school district has employed Ygnacio Garcia, the heirs of Ross Gar- corner, n.arked "2" on side facing
dren are at home again after a The Mcintosh Boys' and Girls' train No.
line run, with a mound of earth alongy
Chavez,
Zmora
deceased;
Jose
A J. O. Berry & Company, Architects, of cia,
few weeks stay in Kentucky, Club members are very busy man by the from El Paso.
Acasio Eduardo Ualiegos, Juan vigil, side; Thence north on third mils, eighty
to
name
Texas,
of
Peterson,
County,
Amarillo,
Potter
remaking
now
final
out
their
ill
quite
chains
was
Her
Orona,
to a sandstone for three mile
mother,
whb
.
Daniel Lucero, v Candelaria
was on his way from Cali- draw plans and specifications for said Ralph
Marble, Juan C. Jaramillo, corner, marked "3M" on Bide facing
with pneumonia was much better ports and writing their stories. who
'
to Little Rock. Arkansas. building, and
fornia
Erineo GaBaldon, Jose Gabaldon, Tircio line run, with a mound of earth alongMrs. M. B. Falconer and Mrs. apparently
when she left her.
Now, therefore, we, the undersigned Phavez.
Salvador Chavez. Isidro Mar side; Thence north oh fourth mile
became demented Board
of Education, herebyive notice
C. Fix attended the tea given
A.lnlfo Gallearos. Victoria Lucero, thirty chains to a stone 20x10x5 inches,
Mrs. Echols and son left Mon L.
and
to
refused
jour
Bealed bids for the tin.
continue
his
we
will
receive
that
by
Mrs.
Williams in Estancia the ney
Lujan, Andres Lujan, Pablo twelve inches in the ground for the
day morning for their home near
east,
tie imagined that he complete construction of said Public Abraham
Lujan y Vigil, Manuelita northeast corner of the grant, marked
19th.
accordance Perea, Jesus
bweetwater, Xexas.
was a passenger on a boat, and, school building, in strict
desús uujan y "N. E. Cor. Torr." on side facing
and specifications as Luna, Antonio Lujan,
the
with
dans
C.
N.
M.
The
is
on
crew
work
perhaps
fearincr an attack bv a drawn by said Architects, eaid bids to Sandoval, Filomeno Lucero, balomon grant, with a mound of earth along' Among those who took supper
side track here and is busy suDmarine, refused to get
Montoya,
the
Juan side; Thence west along the north
Itnacio
Jose
Archuleta,
aboard be mailed or delivered to J. H. White
at N. S. Brown a Sunday were putting in new ties.
Montova. Ferhrio rJenaviaes, boundary on first mile eighty chains to
the "boat" when the same was of Lucy, New Mexico, the Chairman .loss
Vida Estes and Mota Austin,
a Bandstone
Maldonado,
Teodocio
Chavez.
for one mile corner,
Knrriaues
said Board, and a copy of the plans
The people who were fortunate ready to leave here.
Vicente marked "1M" on side facing line run,
After a of
Barney Ward, King Gentle,
be obtained Emiliano Vigil, Pedro ySedillo,
may
specifications
and
enough
Lucero,
to
Elijio
with
a
few
mound
of earth alongside;
attend the recital
hours rest, and upon being from Mr. C. H. Miller, said Secretary Chaves, Elfido Chavez
Claude Estes and H. McHan
Thence west on second mile eighty
V tri . Anastacio Utero, Adolfo Lucero
The youngsters then attended given by Mrs. W. W. Wagner's assured mat tbere was no dan- of the Board or the Architects at their Antonio
chains to a sandstone for
Adelaido
Pedro.Lujan,
e
Luna,
cora
making
music
pupils
surely
ger,
by
Texas,
he
received a
was prevailed upon to office in Amarillo,
singing at Reed C. Dean's.
Antonio ner, marked "2M" on side facing line
Desiderio v6alas,
Chaves.
remusical treat, and the vocal se- take the next "boat" out at 4:15 deposit of $10.00 to insure the safe acrun,
Chaves
y
Cor
with
y
Juan
Corrales,
a
mound
of
alongside;
Chaves
earth
turn of same. Each bid must be
Madam Rumor states that J. lections by Mr. Kelly and Miss ihursday morning.
Carlos Chaves y Corrales, Mel Thence west on third mile thirty-fou- r
companied by a certified check in the rales.
H. Power was attacked by
Andres chains thirty-eigh- t
links intersect, the
Mabel Laws were much appre
to the quiades Chaves y Corrales,
Rev.
payaBle
made
J.
$250.00,
sum
of
A.
McMillan,
pastor
of
Lucero, Isidro
t
Ferea,
ruffian and was seriously injured ciated.
corner.of the Tajique Grant,
Miss Nell Long also tne rresoytenan church here, Chairman of the Beard of education, Luna. Pablo Manuel
A.
D.
with
Otero,
a
Ruiz,
mound
of
José
earth alongside;
Mrs. Power and son John came gave a reading that was much
as a guarantee that such bidder will in Frank
Padilla, Antonio Montoya, Jesús Thence west on the south boundary of
for him, but he was not resting enjoyed. Mrs. Wagner's pupils left this week for Silver City, good faith enter into a contract with Ant.
Salomon the Tajique Grant, which is adopted as
he will attend a meeting said Board and execute the required Montoya, Ventura Sandoval,
well at last account. He was on are Cecil Brown, Ollie and Zora where Synod
Francisco Aragón y S., Stern a portion of the north boundary of the
of New Mexico, of surety bond within six days from the Chaves,
Co.,
&
Garsia,
his way to Estancia and Lucy, Gates. Mary Fix, Lena Grant, of the
Octaciano
Juan Town of Torreón Grant, on first mile,
achloss
erec
the
date of letting contract for
wnicn ne is a member.
Dios Chaves, Severiano Sanchez, eighty chains to a sandstone for
tion and completion ot sata ouiiaing de
&
The Red Cross branch at this Evelyn Gloss and Frances Kelly.
Welch
Archuleta.
TittsLorenzo
corner, marked. "1M", on side
described and failure to comply with
Jose Lino facing line run, with mound of eirth
Enrriuues Salas.
PROGRESSO
place is doing well. On the 21st Mrs. Wagner is to be highly comsaid provisions will forleit tne said de- worth. Pablo
alongside:
Torres,
Archuleta,
Rafael
Thence west on second mile
plimented
Salas.
on the excellence of Special Correspondence.
posit to the said Board of Education
four sweaters, five pairs socks,
Felipe Gallegos, Serafin Perea, Eutimio eighty chains to a cedat stake, with a
ah actual rlAmnirefl.
and twenty refugee garments her teaching.
Isa
Luna, Fiavio mound of earth alongside, for
Luna,
Rev. Waltz will preach at the
That said sealea bias will be opened Garcia, Manuel
Mrs. L. J. Kayser of Eastview Progresso
were sent in. If these garments
Juan Salas, Jose Lucero y corner: Thence west on third mile
school house Sunday by the said Secretary at the office of Torres,
B. Galle eighty chains to a sandstone for three- Chaves.
Eselsa
Homero.
Juan
receive the same commendation spent several days visiting Mrs. at 3 p. m., or immediately
B.
Mr.
said
Board.
of
J.
President
after the
White, of Lucy. New Mexico, at the gos, Miguel Chaves y Rael, Fernandes mile corner, marked "BM" Cor. " tin
as the former ones have we will Torrence.
Chaves,
Pedro
Maldonadot
bunaay
Mel side facing line run. with a mound of
Juan
sc.iool.
hour of 10 o'clock a. m. on the 24th
be well repaid for the effort we
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Fix enter
quíades Chavez, Juan Espinosa, Jose earth alongside; Thence west on fourth
have put forth. The supervisor tained the Archer, and Stump biTtFine weather at this writing, day of October, 1918.j, a. wmiEj
Montoya y Luna, Nicolasa Luna, Li mile thirty-fivt
chains,
awful dry. A good rain
brada Chaves, Francisco A. Zamora, links to a sandstone 24x2x8 inches,
of knitting said our work was families the 22nd.
C. H MILLER
be
acceptable.would
Zamora,
Masimiana Otero. marked "S. W. Cor. Taj." for the
Lorenzo
beautifully done. As to finances
R. M. SWIFT
Mr. Mcintosh,
of the
Gallegos,
Acasio
Ramon Gallegos, southwest corner of the Taiiaue Gr&nt:
Howard Payne sold his cow
we have from free will offering late Wm. Mcintosh,brother
Kamon Uhaves, forinno Chaves, Juan Thence west
of the Interior,
chains, fifty
Department
was a truest ranch
to Felipe Alderete last
y
and donations $50.88.
Have of John Bowman Sunday.
Lucero,
Zamora
Jesus (Jhaves. Mari links to the northwest and beeinnine
United States Land Office.
week.
ano Vigil, Francisco Archuleta, Ramon corner of the Town of Torreón Grant,
made and sold one quilt for five
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
The sympathy of the entire
according to the field notes and the
Vigil, Juan Lhaves y Gabaldon,
Mrs. Ogden and daughter of
dollars. Have made 24 sweaters. neighborhood
September 6. 1918.
Vijil, Antonio JoBe Vigil. Rumal- special
goes out to Mr. Healy,
of survey approved by the
20 pairs of socks and 32 refugee
Notice is hereby given that the State do Velezques, Juan Castillo, Melquíades Surveyorplat
Kansas,
visiting
are
at
General June 6, 1877;"
and
Mrs.
in
loss
Hubbard
the
of the home of B. E. Piggott and of New Mexico, under the provisions Trujillo, Marcos Sanches, Candelario
garments.
Those who gave to
And you and each ot you are further
of the Acts of Congress of June 21, Perea, Rafael Torres, Juan Jose Tor- notified
family.
free will ottering were Miss their daughter.
that unless you enter your ap
1898. and June 20, 1910, and the Acts res, Amador Perea, Victor
Cecil Brown.
pearance
Esa
in said cause on or before the
Salas,
Gertrude and
Mota Austin, Mr, and Mrs. G.
apthereto, has made
W. Hines was up from
supplementary
J.
B.
Lopez,
Lopez,
Ro
Meliton
Juan
1918, judgment
1st day of November,
W. H. andF. B. Austin, Miss Ora Starkey spent Sunday visitplication for the following described mero, Maria Viiil, Noverto
Monday.
will
be
Chavez
in said cause againBt
rendered
unappropriated public lands as indem Inasia Lujan, Antonio Chavez, Mel you by default, and
Naomi Addington and mother, ing Cecil's parents who live in
plaintiff will take
Payne
Sunday
Howard
left
for
nity school lanas.
,
Mrs. N. S. Brown, Mrs Woody, the foothills west of Moriarty.
Francisco A. Vijil, Abel
the relief prayed for in his comDlaint
points in Colorado to look for a List No 8378, Serial No 03C415. quíades,
Carlos Chavez, Amelia Lucero, herein.
A brother of Mr. Sewell and location.
Mrs. Estes and Vida Mr. and
Sec 29. NEM Sec. Elfego Chavez,
NW Sec. 28,
Fernandes
Visinte
The name of plaintiff s attorneys.
Mrs. John McGiflivrav.
Dorothv Mrs.' Spencer came in from
30, T. 7 N. R. 11 E , N. M. P. M.
Montoya, Migel
Francisco with their postoffice and business ad
Ray Elliston spent Sunday at The Durnose
of this notice is to allow Perea, Davi Lujan, Chavez,
üidmonds, bus Maloney, Chas. Texas this week.
He plans to
Jesus Lujan, Man- dress is Barth & Mabry, Attorneys-at- all persons claiming the land adversely, uel Vijil, Luis R. Padilla,
Miller, Mr. Smith, Mr. Bigelow, make this his home and will live the PJggott home.
Valentin Lu Law, stern Building, Albuquerque,
desiring to show it to be mineral in ían, Manuel Lucero, Juan
Mrs. C. M. Pearce returned or
Sedillo, New Mexico.
Mrs. Ward, Mrs. Gumfory and on the Stevens farm.
character, an opportunity to file ob Apolonio Sanchez, Jose S Sanchez,
Dated this loth day of September,
Gladys, Mr. Walker, Mr. Foley,
home Thursday from Santa Fe. jections tcK such location or selection
sanenez,
rearo
ustoiano
Kuvio,
An 1918.
Mrs. Vestal, Mrs. Mattingly, H.
with the register and receiver of the tonio-C- .
DURAN
- Nick
Glenn Mulkey and family
Hollidav,
Benavidez.(Seal)
JULIAN SALAS, Clerk.
United States Land Office at Santa Fe, Relies Chavez, Manuel Chavez, Leo
, McHan, . Mrs. S. A. Edmonds, Special Correspondence.
at the home of H. G. New
Bv T. B. RAPKOCH.
Mexico, and to establish their in- poldo Uhavez, and all unknown perDr. J. 0. Michall of Vaughn Staley and wife.
Mrs. Merritt, Mrs.Boyd, Mary
Deputy.
or the mineral character sons who may claim any
terest
therein,
interest oi
We have five other was in town last Thursday on
Norris.
CHAMBERLAIN'S
COUGH REMEDY.
School opened Monday morn- thereof.
to
adverse
plaintiff
title
in
lands
the
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
auilts, under construction and business.
This is not only one of the best and
ing at the Sunflower
school
hereinafter
described.
Defendants.
Register, U. S. Land Office
These are to be sold or sent
Mrs. Maud L. Green and Miss house,
You and each of you as defendants most efficient medicines for coughs,
Mrs. W. W. Ward,
in this cause aie hereby notified that colds, croup and whooping cough, but
where needed most. Our meet- H. L. Henderson of East Vaughn teacher.with
DIARRHOEA. IN CHI1DRIN.
filed against you in the it is also pleasant to take, which is iming days are Tuesday and Fri- were in town Thursday, the
diarrhoea in children one year suit has been
Mrs. Will Myers made--a bus- oldFor
uourt ot the Third Judicial portant when a medicine must be given
day afternoons at the hotel. The guests of Mrs. J. A. McMillan.
or older you will find nothing better uistrict
District of the State of New Mexico. to young children. Chamberlain's Cough
iness trip to Willard Saturday.
than Chamberlain's Colic and Diarr- in
work room is open to all and
for the County of Torrance, in Kemedv ñas peen in use for many
Mrs. Chas. B. Watts of Belen
hoea Remedy, followed by a dose of theand
B.
E.
Pjggott
helping
Ray
is
everyone is welcome
above entitled and numbered cause, years ard has met with much favor
you
If
was visiting friends in town last
oil.
should
be
hand
kept
castor
at
It
harvest beans this week. and given as soon as the first unnatural and the general purposes of eaid action wherever its good qualities nave De- really want to help Uncle Sam week.
She
just returned Elliston
Many mothers Jiave
to require each and all of you to come known.
Miss
you will lay aside all whims and from her old has
Carrie Hawkins came looseness of the bowels appears, adv are
home in
set forth the nature of each and all of given it their unqualified endorsement.
home from Santa Fe Saturday.
stand by your country. In no where she spent a few Kansas
your claims, and that any and all ad- Wm. Scruby, umiucotne, mo, writes,
weeks
Legal Notice
other way can you show your vacation.
verse claims of each and every one of "I have raised three children: have al
you
trading
at
tried
haven't
If
as aeienaancs, may be determined ways used Chamberlain's Cough Rempatriotism as well as when workSamuel Kempler. one of Uncle the Equ ity, better try it. You'll In the District Court of the Third Judi- you,
to be the best for
ing for the Red Cross.
cial District of the State of New by decree of this Court, and that the edy and found itcroup.
It is pleasSam's doughboys stationed at be glad.
of plaintiff, The Board
estate
of coughs, colds and
Mexico, within and for the County

LUCY

M'INTOSH

,

Special Correspondence.

six-mi-

Special Correspondence.

one-mil- o

o

two-mil-

south-eas-

one-mi- le

twc-mii- e

forty-eigh-

fifty-thre-

Bone-faci-

Vur-nina-

Sun-day-
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The University of New Mexico
AT ALBUQUERQUE

Opens Tuesday, October 1st
Ample accommodations are available for young men and
women who wish to enfer the University.
The use of
barracks for men students, members of the Student Army
Training Corps, will release an additional dormitory building on the campus, for young women. s

One hundred and fifty young men, prepared to enter colin the University unit of the Student
Army Training Corps. Room is available for others, who
are qualified to enter.

ueginnmg at the

corner

ant to take.
Both adults and children
My wife and I have always
like it.
felt safe from croup with it in the
house." Chamberlain s Cough Remedy
contains no opium or other narcotic.
NOTICE
,

FOR

PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

The University of New Mexico

-

J

M,

August 26, 1918.
Notice is hereby given that Florence
E. Abbott, of Estancia, New Mexico,
who, on November 23, 1914, made
homestead entry, No. 022210, for ee'4
nw.y, x
Section 11 and n
ne4,
Section 14, Township 6 north, Range
9 east, N. M. P. Meridian, has ÜJed notice of intention to make final three year
Proof, to establish claim to tne land
before Neal Jenson,
above described,
U. S. Commissioner, at Estancia, New
Mexico, on October 11, 1918.

Claimant names as witnesses:
N. L. Williams. A. J. Green, Albert
Abbott, Oscar W. Bay, all of Estancia,
Nqw Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
GOOD

fOR

BILIOUSNESS.

Mistakes

Young men and young women who wish further information, or reservation of rooms, may have immediate and complete information
on request; Write, wire or telephone.

DAVID R. BOYD, President
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

I rustees of the 1 own of Torreón Land
in the premises hereinafter de
scribed, be established
against each
and all of said adverse claims; and that
by said decree, it be declared and ad
judged that the defendants have no
estate or interest whatever in or to
saic land or premises or any part thereof; and that no one of the defendants
has any estate or interest whatever in
or to said land or premises or any part
tnereoi; ana mat tne defendants, each
and all of them, be barred and forever
stopped from having or claiming any
right or title adverse to plaintiff to the
premises aescriDed in this complaint,
wnicn premises are described as follows, towit:
"The Lot thirty-eigh- t
in Township
five north and the Lot thirty-eigh- t
in
or
bix
Kange six east,
townsnip
nortn
a; d the Lot thirty-seve- n
in Township
six north of Range seven east of the
New Mexico Meridian, County of Torrance, New Mexico, containing fourteen thousand
forty-sione hundred
and eleven hundredths acres:
being more particularly bounded and
described as follows, with magnetic
variation twelve
degrees, fifty five
minutes east:

urant,

northwest
"Two years ago I suffered from fre
FOR PUBLICATION
ot the Grant, which is a sandstone
of stomach trouble and
12X18XÜU inches, marked "N. W. Cor. quent attacks
Department of the Interior
seeing unamoeriain s
D. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. Torre" on side facing the grant, with biliousness.
a mound of stone alongside; Thence Tablets advertised I concluded to try
I improved rapidly." Miss
August 20, 1918.
south on first mile eighty chains to a them.
adv
Notice is herehv riven that ntahiann sandstone for one-mil- e
corner, marked Verbryke, Lima, Ohio
Otero, of Tajique, New Mexico, who,
1M on side facin? line run. with
on February 23. 1915, made homestead mound of earth alongside;
Thence
entry, No. 022910, for seJi sw 4 and south on second mile eighty chains to
Avoid
Lot 4, Section 18, Township 0 north,
two mile corner.
sandstone
for
Range 7 east, N. M. P. Meridian, has marked "2M" on side facing line run,
filed notice of intention to make final with mound of earth alongside; Thence
three year Proof, to establish claim tn south on third mile, eichtv chaina tn a No Need for Estancia People to
the land above described, before NImI sandstone for three-mil- e
Experiment with Such Con- -'
corner.
jenson, u. a. commissioner, at Estan marked "8M" on side facinc linn run
vincing Evidence at Hand.
cia, New Mexico, on October 11, 1918. with a mound of earth alongside;
Thence south on fourth mile thirty
Claimant names as witnesses:
There are many well advertised kid
a sandstone for southwest ney remedies on the market today, but
Santiago Sanchez. (iaver. s.nA7 chains to
of the grant, marked "S. W.
Florencio Candelario. Emilio Otero nil corner
in this
e so
Cor. Torreón" on side facing grant,
o. xMjique, new iviejuco.
with a mound of stone alongside; vicinity as Doan's Kidney Pills. Read
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
Thence east along south boundary on the statement of a resident of Raton.
FP9-5LPfirst mile eighty chains to a sandstone
3
Mrs. J. R. Leason, 421 N. Fourth St.,
for one-milcorner, marked "I.M" on
Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured side facing run, with mound of Raton, N. Méx., says: "My back and
by local application!, as they cannot roach earth alongside; Thence east on second sides ached and I felt all run down. I
the diseased portion of the car. There is mile eighty chains to a sandstone for had headaches and frequently my sight
only one way to cure catarrhal
two-mildeafness,
corn, marked "2M" on side was blurred. I started using Doan's
and that Is by a constitutional
remedy,
catarrhal Deafness Is caused by an In- facing line run, with a mound of earth
flamed condition of the mucous lining of alongside; Thence east on third mile, Kidney Pills and I found them every
the Eustachian Tube. When this tube la
eighty chains to a sandstone for three-mil- e bit as good as they wero claimed to be.
Inflamed you hava a rumbling- sound
or Imperfect hearing, and when It is entirely
corner, marked "3M" on side fac- One box rid me of the attack. Several
closed. Deafness Is the result.
Unless the ing line run, with mound of earth
Inflammation can be reduced and this tube
times since then I have used Doan's
alongside;
Thence east on fourth mile
restored to Its normal condition, henrlnr
will be destroyed forever. Many cases
eighty chains to a sandstone for four-mil- e Kidney Pills and they have certainly
deafness are caused by catarrh, which of
is
corner, marked "4M" on side proved reliable. "
an inflamed condition of the mucous
facing mile run, with a mound of earth
Hail's Catarrh Medicine
Price 60c, at all dealers. Don't pim
the blood on the mucous, surfacesactsof thru
tha alongside: Thence east on fifth mile
system.
remedy-(?- pt
ply Bk for a kidney
We will rlT Ona Hundred Dollars for eighty chains to a sand-itonfive-for
any case of Catarrhal Dearness that cannot
mile corner, marked "5M" on sin's fc. Doan's Kidney Pills the same that
be cured by Hall s catarrh Medicina Ciring line run, with a mound of earth Mrs. Leason had. Foster Milburn Co.,
culara free. All nruKclsrs. lie
alongside; Thence cast on sixth mile Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
r. J. CHENfcy co., Toledo. O.
.dv.
NOTICE

lege, are enrolled

Address:

of Torrance.
Emma Kerfoot, Plaintiff,
vs.
Claude V. Kerfoot, Defendant.
No. 889.
To the said defendant,
Claude V.
Kerfoot: You are hereby notified that
a complaint has been filed against you
in the District court of the Third Judicial District of the State of New
Mexico, within and for the county of
Torrance, that being the county in
which cause is pending, by Emma Kerfoot, the said plaintiff.
The general object of said action being for a divorce and for alimony; and
that unless you enter your appearance
in said cause on or before the 9th day
of October, A. D. 1918, judgment will
be rendered against you in said cause
by default.
The name of plaintiff's attorney is
W. D. Wasson,
and his postoffice address is Estancia, New Mexico.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto
set my hand and the seal of said District Court, this the 4th day of September, A. D. 1918.
(Heal)
JULIAN SALÁS, Clerk.
By T. tí. RAPKOCH,
5
9 26
Deputy.

